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Millie Mayo Is Miss 'Marshall 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY STUDENT NEWSPAPER he 
arthenon 
Head Majorette Gains 
470 In Record Voting 
A record total of 1,663 voters turned out t,o elect Millie Mayo 
of Huntington a.s "Miss Marshall". 
The elemenitary edwcation major and head majorette for the 
pa.st two years drew 470 votes to her closest r ival's 412, aecOl'ding to 
Vlirginia Davis, Election CommiSBion chairman. 
No. 19 Miss Davis, a Be.rgop senior,,--------------
6==============,..:_:_::_:_:_:_::::::_============== ======l ,announced the commission's cierti- sion ·also will recommend that 
fied vote results as: this year's policy of no election 
Miss Maya's nearest rival was posters be continued next year. 
Suz The turnout flOr this year's elec-anne Tamplin of Racine, 412; tion was approximately 50 _per 
Rosalie Sadd of Charleston, 305; cent of the fuli-'l:ime students. 
Patty Geene of St. Albans, 185; Turnout in the 1960 election was 
Allyn Childers of Huntington, 165, 1,052, or 34 pe_r cent. ~evioua 8nd Mar,t,ha Ayres of Fayet+tes- record ,was 1,419, or 47 per cent, 
ville, 110. 
(For additional photocrapbs 
and information concernlnr Miss 
Marshall, see Pare 15). 
Class queens elected are: 
.111.Dlor Class - Judy Turner of 
Huntington, majoring in Spanish 
and English. She polled 76 of •the 
296 votes cast. Other candidates 
were Sherry O'Shea of Hunting-
ton, 62; Mary Bernard of St. 
Allibaµs, and Brenda Lynn Keys of 
Kopperston, 48 votes each; Karen 
Meves of Parkersburg, 30, and 
Marsha High of Charleston, 28. 
Sophomore Class - Nina Hat-
field of Charleston, majoring in 
speech and physical scienee. She 
polled 91 of the ~16 votes ca.st. 
Other candidates were: Barbara 
Cooke of Huntington, 87; Jo Ann 
Mamula of Weirton, 83; Bal'\bara 
Collins of . Huntington, 78, and 
Jenny Cummings of South Char-
leston, 70. · 
Freshman Class - Helma Hud-
son of Cha'I"leston, majoring in 
maruceting and retailing. She 
drew 127 of 711 class votes. Other 
candidates were: Sandra Ruther-
in 1958. 
JUDY TURNER 
••• JuniOT Class Queen 
' ford of Huntington, 123; Judy 
Childers of Nitro, 113; Lynda 
Taylor of Huntington, 101; Susan 
Lauer and Cyndee Glenn, both of 
Huntington, 97, and Judy Nagle 
of Huntington, 44. University's First Miss Marshall Elected , The certified results of the elec-
tion wm be turne'd over to the 
MEET MISS MARSHALL! She's Millie Mayo ot Buntinrton, bead majorette for the past two rears. Student Senate next Wednesday, 
Miss Mayo, an elementary education major, plans to teach school in California when she rraduates. Miss Davis reported. The commis-
Homecoming Activities. Detailed 
By .JiM CASTO 
Staff Reporter 
What happens dur~g Home-
coming weekend? A varied sched-
ule of events is planned for stud-
ents and returning alumni. 
The Homeoming parade starts 
at noon tomorrow. · 
The route of march will be 
down 4th Avenue to 8th Street, 
out 8th Street to 11th Avenue, up 
11th A venue to 12th Street, out 
12th Street to Charleston Avenue, 
and up Charleson Avenue to the 
stadium. 
Leading the parade will be the 
color guard and the honorary 
parade marshal, Lt. Col. Thomas 
Ariail, professor of military 
science. 
seven units from the Reserve Of-
ficers Training Corps, Pi Kappa 
Alpha float, Alpha Sigma Phi 
float, Ceredo-Kenova band, men's 
Inter-Dorm Council float, Cava-
liers float, Vinson High band, 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon f 1 o at, 
Lambda Chi' Alpha float, Guyan 
Valley High band, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon float, Morehead band, the 
Perishing Rifles, the Queen's float 
(built by Sigma Phi Epsilon), and 
the Huntington High band. 
Earlier in the day, from 9 a. m. 
to 11 a. m., tours of the campus 
will be given for returning 
alumni. The tours will originate 
at the 16th Street entrance to the 
campus. Guides will be supplied 
by the hospitality commission.· 
'This Is Your Day,' Alumni 
To our Alumni: 
Bomecominr ls for our alumni. This Is your day! We have spared 
neither time nor effort In makinr house decorations, parade noaa 
and In p.rovidinr interestfnr activities includinr a football rame and 
Bom.ecomlnr dance. We want you to enjoy yoanelves. We are proud 
of our alumni and we hope that your pride In Marshall will be ex-
pressed In your full support of the Loyalty and Development; 
The order of march will be: prorram. 
The Marshall band, Dr. Stewart 
H. Smith and guests, cheerleaders, 
Stewart B. Smith 
President 
The ball game is scheduled for 
2 p. m. Reserved seat tickets are 
$2.50 and $3 per person. Students 
will be admitted by activity card. 
The annual Alumni Homecom-
ing party will begin at 5 p. m. in 
the main ballroom of Hotel 
Frederick. Admission fee will be 
$1 per person. More than 800 
alumni attended this event last 
year. A limited number of dance 
tickets will be on sale at the 
Alumni party. 
Between 6:30 p. m. and 8:30 
p. m. various social gatherings of, 
alumni groups will be held at 
fraternity and sorority houses. 
John Sayre, director of De-
velopment and Alumni Affairs, 
reports that more than 12,700 
alumni have been contacted 
t h r o u g h postcards and the 
monthly al u m n i publication, 
"Beech-notes." 
NINA HATFIELD 
•• • SophomOTes' Choices 
BELMA HUDSON 
••• Fro,h Clan Queen 
PAGE TW.O 
An Editorial 
How It Used To Be; 
Times Have Changed 
By NANCY CLAY 
Editorial Writer 
The Marshall alumni returning to the campus for the first 
time in many years will be met with numerous changes. To them, 
Homecoming will be a time of reminiscence and comparison. 
.Marshall has progressed from a small college to a University 
since they carved their initials in the bark of the Beech Tree in 
front of Old Main. Students of 40 years ago may even ha-ve 
difficulty in recognizing their alma mater. 
In 1921 the Marshall campus was spacious, with few buildings 
and wellkept grounds. Old Main, the physical education building, 
and Northcott housed the entire activity of the college. Dormi-
tories for women were located on the second and third floors of 
Old Main with the first floor serving as classroom space and a 
library. Our present intramural athletic field was the scene of 
collegiate football games. 
More startling to the student of 1921 will probably be the 
student life of the 1961 university. The women will certainly 
remember Mrs. Fisher, the dormitory housemother, and the rules 
that accompanied dormitory living. Dinner was served at 5 p.m. 
and each girl was expected to be on time and standing behind her 
assigned chair as grace was said.· From 6:00 until 8:00 the girls 
were free to do as they wished. At ' 8:00 ·they reported to their 
rooms where they studied until 10:00. At 11:00 all lights had to 
be out anci many girls risked belnr suspended by studying in 
washrooms after hours. 
In 1921, social -life centered around the Fountain, a drugstore 
situated where our new shelter workshop is housed. Campcs men 
and wo~n gathered there whenever possible for Cokes and 
sundies. It was undoubtedly a great contrast to our Student Union 
because girls were never allowed to smoke, and raucous laughter 
and running about were considered unladylike. 
•Dating ~ntered around the Old Main parlors because Marshall 
ladies were not allowed to be ·out unchaperoned in a car, and 
streetcars were the only other means of transportation. The 
parlors were equipped with couches. chairs, a piano, and an ever-
present, but not always evident, chaperone. Dances were as . 
popular 40 years ago as they are now, but they were well chape-
roned and no one would dare drink or misbehave. They were held 
at local hotels with approved transportation to and from th~ dance. 
A dating highlight was a streetcar ride downtown for a movie. 
In 1921 Marshall offered a high school diploma, a short course, 
a standard normal. and a degree for teachers. The student teachers 
were carefully, supervised and were forbidden to wear even the 
sU&'htest touch of make-up during their classes. 
As the 1921 alumni return to the campus of their alma mater 
they will find a few similarities. The collegiate dress of today is 
much the same as it was tlhen. The girls of yesterday, as the girls 
of today, wore pleated or straight skirts with bulky sweaters or 
middy blouses. Even the feminine hairstyles were similar with an 
emphasis on head bands, but more attention to puffy curls. The 
men were usually attired in sporty blazers. The exceptions are 
pegge_rs and bermudas, which were taboo. 
A second similarity is the auditorium which has changed little 
except for a few coats of paint and new curtains. It remains the 
same as when the class of 1921 listened to visiting lecturers and 
·received their diplomas and degrees. 
As the 1921 alumni return to their alma mater, they should 
-be proud of the progress of Marshall University as they were 
proud of the progress of their own day. Many changes have been 
made, but the changes have been a part of the growth of a 
university and no alumni, no matter how sad to find his alma 
mater so changed, can deny...,that his was a progressive college· and 
that ours is a progressive university. 
An Editorial 
Homecoming Special 
By JIM CASTO 
Editorial Writer 
~ nights turn crisp, then the cool days come. The leaves· on 
the trees change from green and yellow, to scarlet and gold. 
They fall, almost covering. the grass, once so bright and green, now 
rapidly turning brown. Summer has gone. In its place has come 
autumn, bringing with it the fall festival of Homecoming. 
Homecoming is something special. Its magic is so potent that 
it touches even the most cynical among us. Who can resist the 
lure of the big football game? ·Who can concentrate on studies 
with the last-minute preparations to be made? 
Stand-ing unique among the events of the year, Homecoming 
alone provides a chance for the sludents of yesterday to share all 
the excitement with the students of today. It gives those grads of 
not so long ago an opportunity to relive those all-important 
memories ... "What was the score of that game?" ... ''What 
was that funny little professor's name?" ... "What ever happened 
to whats-his-name?" 
Homecoming is that last touch of laughter before winter 
turnl! everything wet and white and dead. Take ·full advantage 
of it, for it is all too short and tM. snows come all too soon. 
THE PARTHENON 
ED BENNET!' 
. . . Leads Band 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1001 
High Stepping .Ed 
Is Drum Major · 
During half-time festivities of the Homecoming game Ed 
Bennett, Huntington senior, will be the 6-feet 3-inch high~tepping 
drum major leading the Big Green Marching Band down the field. 
This year m a k e s Bennett's 
fourth as head drum major here. 
Prior to college he was the ·head 
drum major of both his junior 
high and high school bands. At 
Huntington East High School he 
recc.ivfd three medals for out-
has marched in at least 50 foot-
ball g-ame half-time shows and 
parades. In 1958 he r.eceived the 
highest superior rating for drum 
majors in the W. Va. High School 
Band Fe_stival. 
standing work with the band, Bennett sai dhe has put many 
marching and twirling. hours of pr.actice in both strutt-
In the summer of _1959 Bennett ing and twirling. His practice 
was a marching and twirling in- week usually takes from eight to 
structor at Ogle-bay Institute in ten hours for the two combined. 
Wheeling. This camp is the l argest 
of its type in the United States, During his' twirling experiences 
and has students from ail over the he has taught private lessons tn 
esatern part of Am ,er i ca. He twirling from beginning students 
taught there with the men and to advanced ones. 
women's national baton twirling 
champions of· the world. 
•Bennett said ·he has put many 
instructor to teach under th~ in-
structor of the drum major and 
In shows he . has twirled fire, 
lighter, flag and r.egiular batons. 
One of his favorites to twirl is 
the fire baton. 
pageantry classes of the camp. In Twirling and marching in large 
this field he taught strutting, crowds doesn't . bother Be.nnett 
baton and whistle signals, and much. He has done both before 
makeup for a ·half-time show. audiences up to approximately 
In 1959 Bennett twirled at the 
Ohio-West Virginia All-Star foot- 25,000 spectators, as well as for 
ball game along with the rest of school shows, dances and pri,ute 
the instructors of the camp. He parties . 
First Social Organization Founded 
Approximately Forty Years Ago 
Approvimat~ly 40 years ago the per month with all utilitie_s paid pus since around 1923. In 1925 
first social organizations officially and the Buildings and Grounds the fraternities had not formed 
started on campus. Department took care of all re- the Inter-Fraternity Council but 
Most of th es e organizations pairs and redecorating. had representatives in Panhellenic 
were begun locally and later be- Zeta Phi, which was or-ganized Council. By 1927 the I. F. C. had 
came affiliated chapters of na- around 1922, was the first strictly been formed. 
tional sororities and fraternities. social fraternity on campus. The At one time Marshall's campus 
A few chapters of the national members of this fraternity became had a mock sorority and fnter-
organizations came on campus by Kappa Alpha about 1927. The first nity. The sorority was known as 
founding their own chapter and national fraternity founded on Gamer Gammer and was formed 
not affiliating with a local £rater- campus was Kappa Alpha Order. around 1930. The purpose of the 
nity or sorority. Some of the early fraternities organisation was to make up a 
The sororities first came on which later became afflliated with sorority of representatives of all 
campus between 1920 and 1923. the present fraternities on cam- the sororities on campus and also 
Some of the early ones were: pus were organized between· 1926 non-affiliated girls; their goal was 
to create friendship on campus 
principally amonr these rroups. 
The mock frate_rnity was known 
as Fi Bater Cappe:r, which had 
Theta Rho, a local · for. 27 years, and 1929. They were: Alp~ Theta 
which in 1950 some of the mem- Chi, which became affiliated with 
bers became affiliated with the Sigma Phi Epsilon in 1947; Sig-
national sorority Alpha Xi Delta. ma Psi, a local, was founded in 
They we.re tlhe first sorority to 1929 and became Alpha Kappa Pi. 
own their own house which is In 1946 Alpha Kappa Pi and Al- approximately the same goal as 
located on Fifth Ave~ue. Since pha Sigma Phi merged and re- the mock sorority. Fi Bater Cap-
then four other sororities have tained the name of Alpha Sigma - per received its charter from the 
bought homes in the sam,e block. Phi; Phi Tau Alpha became Sig-
Delta Sigma Epsilon, a national ma Alpha Epsilon in 1953; Pi ch~pter at West Viirginia Univer-
educational 8 0 r O ri t y, came on Kappa Nu was accepted by the sity in 1919. The meeting place 
campus June 21, 1922 and merged active chapters of Pi Kappa Alpha was the Old Beech Tree in front 
with Delta Zeta in 1956, making in 1949, of Old Main. They wore bathrobes 
Delta Zeta one of the larrest na- Lambd~ Chi Alpha formed their and der:by hats to the football 
tionals with 130 college chapters. chapter m 1946 and Tau Kappa games and for initiations. The 
Sigma Sigma Sigma has the Epsilon formed theirs in 1947. 
oldest chapte_r on Marshall's cam- T'le Panhellenic Council has chapter at W. V. U. is still in 
pus as they were establish~ on governed the sororities on cam• existence. 
March 17, 1922. 
Pi Kappa S •i g m a, established 
Jrune 2, 1923, merged in May, 1959 
with Sigma Kappa. 
Phi Kappa Delta and Kappa 
Theta were also early_ local sorori-
tie.s formed between 1920 and 
1923 and are no longer in exis-
tence on campus. 
Theta Sigma Upsilon was a na-
tional educational sorority during 
the early twenties. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha founded 
their chapter on May 4, 1927. 
Alpha Chi Omega colonized their 
chapter in 1952. 
Alpha Sigma Tau started on 
campus in the 1940's and left 
campus in 1959. They were Kappa 
Tau Phi before they became Al-
pha Sigma Tau. 
The sororities us~ to be housed 
in college housing. When Laid-
ley Hall was built the sorority 
houses were torn · down. At that 
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The Good Old Daysi 
Mother , Recalls College 
Back In The Twenties 
Dear Dolly, 
You 'asked about dorm life when I was at Marshall. It was 
so long ago when I lived in College Hall--1baek in 1924 and '25-that 
it's hard to rememiber. But I'll try. 
The college was much smaller• then. Everyone knew everyone 
else. The library was in Old Main, a,bout where the Graduate 
School office is now. CoUege Rall gir.ls could go to classes, to the 
library and to meals without going Ot\tside! 
The whole third floor of Old Main was part of the dormitory. 
The only other women's dorm was Everett Hall, on the comer of 
Elm Street and Fifth Avenue. We didn't have a housemother like 
you do now. But we weren't left unchaperoned. The Dean of 
Women lived on second floor. 
Speaking of chaperones, we underclassmen had to be chaperoned 
nearly every place we went at night. And we had to wear hats 
when we. went any ploce that wasn't included in the bare-headed 
zone. I can't remember where this zone was. 
Underdass.men had to be in bed with the lights out by 11 p.m. 
Juniors and seniors could stay up until midnight. The dean checked 
THE PARTHENON 
Hl1" S,,11 In '20s 
the rooms each night to mak~ &ure we were in bed. So if you think LOW HEMS were high style 
your rules1 are strict now, remember, things could be worse. when . Mrs. Charles o. Locke 
Girls who lived in the dorm ate their meals there, too. The (left) and Mrs. Guy Campbell 
two lounges on the first floor were our dining halls. Dining was were here at Marshall. Mrs; 
very dignified. We were served our meals, and we · weren't allowed Locke's daughter, Dorothy, St. 
to wear middies to dinner. But we had a diningroom hostess who Albans senior, is now living 
would bring her dog in and feed him right at the table. across the hall ·from her moth-
Town students ate in the basement under the dorm in· a place er's room in College Hall back 
called the "Dugout." It was rather rowdy down there. You needed in 1924-25. Mrs. Locke wrote to 
an umbrella to go in the place because the boys. would flip water her daughter recalling little-
all over the room. · known tidbits about the campus, 
I remember John, the cook, poor fellow. He went berseruc one inccluding dormitory, dining 
day and took out through the dorm after the girls with a big meat facilities, rules and regulations 
· knife. No one was hurt. but he scared us all to death. They had and the "Dugout," the forerun-
Educators, Government Chiefs 
Expected Here For Festivities 
Congr~men. senators and edu- be Sens. Lyle A. Smith of Hunt-
cators-:they all are expected to ingtx>n and C. H. McKbwn of 
be here 11or the 1961 Homecoming Wayne. and Reps. Mike Casey, 
festivities. Hugh A. Kincaid, Tennyson J . 
Richard W. Kyle of Charleston, Bias and T. E. Holderiby, all of 
a recent Marshall graduate and Hun'tmgtion and Lewis Glenn 
technical assistant to Gov. W. W. Mlills of Wayne. 
Barron, will be here represen,t- '.Vhose e x p e c t e d from State 
ing the top executive. Board of Education are H. K. 
Expected to repre.sent the na- Baer of Charleston, secretary, and 
t ional government are Rep. Ken Raymond Brewster of Hunitingltx)n. 
Hechler of Hunting.ton and Rep. a boord m~er. · 
John M. Sla-ck Jr. of Charleston, Vice Mlayor Geor,gie Gamer will 
for the fourtfill and si.xtih congres- repreisent the City of Humin:gton. 
sional districts respectiveJy. Rounding out the dignitaries 
Other state government leaders will be E. Webster Morrison of 
who have indicat ed they would Huntington, president of the Mar- . 
join in the ce.lebrat ion include shall University Alumni Asaocia-
.Atuditor Denzil L. Gainer and tion and Ken net h Stettler of 
Treasurer John H. Kelly. Huntington, president of the Mar· 
From the state Legislature will shall Foundation, Inc. 
Complete Line of 
STUDENT SUPPLIES 
ART SUPPLIES STUDY AIDS 
L A T T A S 
150Z Fourth Avenue Phone 5Z3-M33 
BUN'11NGTON, W. VA. 
to take him amay. ner of the Student Union. 
Every now and then you'd hear ,----------- ----==--=-==---===:........::===--...!::=========================== 
a shriek in the donn and know a 
bat had flown tl).rough, or a mouse 
had jumped out at romeone. And 
-tlhere were roaches all over the 
place. Ah, those were the days! 
Well, this is about all I can 
think of. I hope it's wihat you 
want. I'm sending you a picture 
of me in my Sunday dress. It was 
a brown crepe with beaded 
paneis. Quite the style, then. I 






A scholarship fund in memory 
of Mrs. Harriet Lyon, a former 
Marshall professor, has been es-
tablished here. According to John 
Sayre, director of development 
and alumni affairs, $315 has al-
ready been contributed. 
Professor Lyon helped train 
more than 3,000 primary and 
elementary teachers during her 
34 years as an assistant professor 
of education and principal of the 
Laboratory School at Marshall. 
She died at her home in Hun-
tington in Oct. at the age of 90. 
The fund has been started by 
gifts of friends in lieu of flowers, 
at the request of the family. 
A leading educator in West 
Virginia. Mrs. Lyon was bom in 
Edinboro, Pa., lune 17, 1871. 
Mrs. Lyon left Sistersville in 
1909 to become a teacher of pri-
mary methods and supervisor of 
the Training School at what was 
then Marshall College. 
During her years at Marshall, 
Mrs. Lyon assisted in the deve-
lopment of what is now the most 
extensive teacher-education pro-
gram in the state, and helped. plan 
Marshall's Laboratory S c ho o I, 
built in 1937. 
Those of her former students 
and. others who wish to partici-
pat~ in the establishment of the 
Harriet Lyon Memorial Scholar-
. ship may send contributions to 
the Marshall University Founda-
tion in Huntington, with a note 
specifying that the gift is for the 
Lyon Scholarship. 
Career Cues 
"Hitch your wagon to 
a 'growth' indust'ry-
and grow with it!,., 
Douglas Leigh, President 
Douglas Leigh, Inc. 
"A growth industry is a new industry that is on the 
way up - moving quickly, expanding fast. When you 
join a company in one of the growth fields you have 
something extra working for you . .. you grow up with it. 
To find out which industry is right for you, try this: Ask 
someone in a good investment office to give you a list of 
the industries he cb nsiders 'growth industries'. D a ta 
Oouglos Leigh, 
for more tha n seventeen years, 
started his career at the U niver-
sity of Florida by selling space 
in the yearbook. Today, Doug is 
building the biggest spectaculars 
of his career in the Times Square 
area, and is a director of the New 
York World's Fair of '64-'65. 
Processing, plastics, and electronics are a few examples. 
Then pick the one you have a leaning toward, and get 
the .names of the most progressive companies in that 
field. 
One thing I'd like to point out from my own career is 
.. . a growth industry may also be an old business that's 
on the verge of new development. Shortly after leaving 
college I found this situation in the Outdoor Advertising 
field. What my associates and I did was to employ color, 
action and motion to dramatically personify the product,. 
brand or services being advertised. In doing so, we de-
veloped the modern type 'Spectaculars' that talked, blew 
smoke rings, soap bubbles, etc .... signs that changed the 
face of Broadway a'nd the famous Times Sq1,1are area. 
This is just one example. The really important thing 
to remember is this: When you set your sights on a career, 
aim for an industry that is going to grow, so you can grow 
with it . It's the difference between a rocket that blasts 
off, and one that just sits there. Good luck!" 
Plan your pleasure ahead, too. 
Have a real cigarette-Camel 
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE. 
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It's ·rime ·(4,004 B. C.) For Fantasy 
Rock~Like Story Of 1st Homecoming 
LINDSAY SMITH 
. . . A Rocky Story 
By LINDSAY SMITH 
Staff RePorter 
While strolling across campus 
the other day, I managed to trip 
and stumble over a portion of 
rock that was barely visible above 
the ground. I limp~ back to the 
offending s t o n e for a closer 
examination, and noticed a faint 
inscription. I was a,bsonbed in un-
earthing the rock, when I noticed 
about 15 or 20 f r e sh m a n had 
gathered to watch the proceed-
ings. I muttered something about 
losing a World Series bet, and 
went on about my work. 
When the stone was completely 
uncovered, a huge cry went up 
from those assembled, for un-
doubtedly here was the discovery 
of the ages. The rock proved to 
be a large ston·e tablet fille_d with The Mastadons kicked off and period of scu-ffling ensued, but Married doubled around back, 
inscriptions describing the first the ball sailed down the field. wthen the dust had cleared, the and BIINard the Nasty made a 
Marshall Homecoming game. Ray DougLo the Toe did the kicking, group had formed a Mastadon, wide end sweep. SonPier the 
Cumib, the Scribe, had chiseled and the ball was picked up by tne and the spectators went wild with Piercing left several Triceratops 
from memory a review of that Triceratops on their own five- enthusiasm and amazement. At a gaspinr for breath, while Jim-
first game, and I pass his transla- yard line, where they managed to given signal, this Mastadon moved Keat the Jovial engaged in a simi-
tion on to you now. get it to the ten. Mter several down 'the field and the crowd lar encounter. RalMay faked to 
'The Marshall Ma!'!tadons were passing attempts, the Triceratops could hardly believe their eyes. RichThom the Reliable, who be-
playing the VMI Triceratops. The reluctantly · gave up the ball on The group then cleverly formed gan an amazing display of broken 
game promised to be a good one, the 50-yard line. The Mastadons a Triceratop for the opposing field running. The ball actually 
for both teams were very strong weht into a huddle and emerged team, and the Triceratop fans went to HarpHlll the Helpful who 
(especially when the wind was with a pleasant, triumphant look wept appreciatively. charged right through the con-
with them). The papyrus lickets on t'heir faces. RuckWick the Then came the procession of fused Triceratops. The play_ could 
had been sold out long ago, even Wicked took his position over the the. Homecoming queens around best be described as a reverse 
though they were selling at two ball and sent it back to RalMay the field, and the winninf float. double shift, single sweep wide 
sheckles each. It was a beautiful the Rugged. RalMay let out a The Queen was perched high on end split, with six men droppinf 
afternoon for a football game, quick grunt as the ball hit his a iiant Ma m m o th. From each back to cover the profusion of 
with the sun hi-gh above the Ging- midsection, then made a quick tusk hung giant slabs with the lateralled reverses. 
koale trees. pivot and dropped back about inscriptions, "First Homecoming, The first Homecoming encount-
The ball itself was fashioned five yards. The · skirmish on the ,,004 B.C." The Queen was a pie- er proved to be victorious for the 
from the tough hide of the Uinta- line was something to see and all tu.re of beauty-very uncavewo- Mastadons, who won 18-12. Son-
therium, one of the archaic un- the backs watched in fascination manlike in a Nothrotherium skin. Pier the Piercing was so excited 
gulates of. the order Amblypoda. for a full two minutes. When She waved to the stamping, ex- that he forgot to kiss his wife 
The roal PoSts were constructed several Triceratops finally broke cited crowd. after the .game. Rojeff the Mar-
from the gigantic Lycopod trees, through, RaWay threw a, long The_ . winning float drew roars ried happHy grabbed his mate by 
which made a very impressive pass to JasWri the Right who of laughter from the assem~led the hair and lumbered off to his 
sight because they were 90 feet caught the ball and lumbered into throngs. Perched on an Indrico- cave. 
high. The crowd that was beginn- the end zone. therium was a ridici,ilous round Everyone was enthusiastic in 
Ing to gather could see the extra (Ray Comb, the Scribe) goes objetcht c~ldled fa ~~~hehel." Wr~tten
1 
the praise tor CbarlSny the Clev-
polnt attempts were not going int t d tail . f h 1 f on e si e 
O ""is uge anuna er, who had done an excellent Job 
to be easy . o grea e . o eac Pay o was the slogan "We 'Wheel' and ot coaching the group. He was 
· the game, but it ls far too long . ,. ' · · k 
~'inel_y ground shale m?rked_ the to retell here. The remaining tran- ~eai dH_alft~ay_ aro~nf ~h: tracd, carried about on the hunched 
yard Imes on_ the playing field, slation will consist of assorted . e, n rico erium. e c e ' sen - shoulders of the team, amid as-
and filie field itself was composed highlights of the game.) mg the w~eel roHmg aw_ay, but sorted yelling. Be appeared to be 
of all kinds of flora that had been nabody paid any attention be- very happy. 
trampled flat by the PR (Propell- . The score at the end of t~e cause the object was useless any- Much credit must also go to the 
ed Rocks) unit of the ROTC firSt half was MaStadons 12• Tri- way. MastaBa<:kers, the Mastadon tab-
(Royal Ord er of Treacherous ceratops 12· A good-looking collection of let section, who spelled out clever 
Cavemen). When all the players had lum- heerleaders bounded around with things with their tablets of var-
At precisely 2 p.m., a large , ber~d off the field, _a small col- endless enthusiasm, leading the i·ous colors. They were exhausted 
boulder was dropped on the. tail lectlon of assorted noises assembl- group in all sorts of witty cheers. at the finish of their perform-
of a Tyrannousaurus rex which ed at one end· Then came a Soon the second half was un- ance and lay in a collective heap, 
let out a tremendous roar. Thus march in amazing precision to der way. after manipulating th e i r 30-
began the first Homecoming the center of the field, led by RalMay was most adroit in pound tablets throughout the 
game. EdBen the Strutter. A two-minute r•hoosine- his pla:vs, and these were game. 
Impressions Of U. S. Told 
By INSTEP Indian Student 
faithfully executed by an effec- Everyone is looking forward to 
tive eleven. It was conceded that next year's game, except the Ty-
the best play of the game consist- rannosaul'US rex, whose tail is 
ed of the following maneuvers: broken, and WhiWil the Wizard. 
RuckWick ~apped the ball to WhiWil feels that the schedule in 
RalMay who dropped back, heav- ,,003 B.C. may be too tough. 
ly guarded by MilFlem the Fleet 'Those Triceratops are Hke 
and JasWri the Right. RoJeff the Nea:nderthols, he said. 
By MIKE WOODFORD 
Staff RePorter 
A f a m o u s American slogan, 
"choice not chance," can be ap-
plied to the student's role in edu-
cation in the United States, but 
not in India, according to S. Jay-
raman an Indian here with the 
INSTEP program. 
J-ayraman believes that "the 
American sys t e m of education 
gives the studen! ,m opportunity 
to choose from a wide_ variety of 
courses, but at the same time, due 
to the absence of a national stand-
ard, no two courses ta-ught at 
different schools or by different 
teachers prepare different stu-
dents for the same level." He 
quickly added that while the 
American student may seek to 
gain personal atte_ntion by choos-
ing the professor of his choice, 
he is also subjected to the preju-
dice of the professor. 
ID India there is a national 
standard whereby all of the stu-
dents In public schools are given 
the same material subjected to 
the same or very similar condi-
tions. Because of this, Indian stu-
dents are not forced to face the 
prejudice of the teachers, accord-
inc to Jayraman. "in India you 
take lectures from a person who 
Is assigned you by the school. 
· Tests are administered by the 
school, and are rraded by impar-
tial persons." ID America the stu-
dents sacrifice the right to Impar-
tiality for more personal atten-
tion. In India students saccrifice 
personal attention tor the right 
to impartiality." 
Jayraman pointed out that 
American stude~ts make the first 
move of partiality when they 
choose the professor they like, 
and from that point the profes-
sor is responsible for taking (he 
initiative of g i v i n g tests, and 
grading them. He said that Indian 
students must take all of the 
initiative, and t'he student who 
asks for help is the only one who 
will receive il. 
Jayraman is in the, United 
States to 1iurther his education 
in the steel industry, which ·in-
cludes working at a nearby steel 
mill and attending classes at Mar-
shall. While attending classes, he 
has formed opinions on Ameri-
can teachers as well as the educa-
tional system. He says that in his 
opinion American teachers are 
"quite. well informed for most of 
their lectures, and seem to be 
very informal." Pne thing which 
impresses him is that though the 
professors seem to care little 
about the formality of the stu-
dents, they s_eem to appreciate it 
greatly when they get respect 
from the students. 
Be also comments that "teach-
ers seem to regret that society 
status is tor the most part based 
on the amount of money which a 
person earns, and that they do 
not attain desirable status be-
cause they are underpaid in this 
country as wtll as in others." 
After spending a great deal of 
time with Americans, Jayraman 
has also formed opinions on the 
people themselves. He believes 
that Americans "do not like prob-
lems facing them, so they are al-
ways in a hurry to get them 
solved. Time, energy and money 
seem to be of little or no con-
sequence." 
He also said "Americans do 
not like complexities or complex 
behavior in human beings; there-
fore, they always seem to come 
to brass tacks, and are often out-
spoken. 
"Inherently an American wants 
to take things easy, and likes a 
lot of leisure. He works hard to 
find radgets to help him in this 
respect, but the more gadgets he ' 
invents, the harder he works." 
Jayraman says that he has also 
noted that "in the United States, 
women need not depend on men 
economically for the most part; 
hence, Americans believe that the 
relation between man and wife 
should depend on mutual love, af-
fection, and understanding." 
Jayraman has also noted the 
charitable aspects of Americans. 
He says that he believes that 
"Americans have the opinion that 
if they have something extra 
which they do not need and 
which will do good for others, it 
is their duty as a fellow man to 
offer it." He believes that they 
are carrred away in this process, 
and that they fail to stop and 
find the reaction of the person 
who is to receive. His advice is 
that "before you offer, you 
should study the person who is 
to accept the gift, be sure he will 
use it in the right way, and 
make sure that he will not be 
offended by iit." He believes that 
to too many Americans, charity 
is only in the giving, and there-
fore loses much of its essential 
meaning. 
Jayraman's idea of giving is 
well expressed In the gifts he ls 
(Continued on Page 5) 
Indian Gl,es Impressions Of U. S. 
WHAT IMPRESSES HIM most, says S. Jayraman, ls the American 
people. Jay:aman is an Indian student here with INSTEP. He will 
return to India in December, but would like to stay in the United 
States to further his education In the steel industry. Be ls now 
worklnr in a near-by steel mill. 
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Bloome~s. Showing 
Women's Gym Apparel 
Recent Program Topic 
By FRAN ALLRED 
·Staff Reporter 
"Rocket" suits, "Matadora' suits and six-yard bloomers were 
some of the gymsuit apparel seen by physical education majors and 
other interested women in a recent program presented by Richard 
J, Osner, Educational Director for the E. R. Moore Company. manu-
facturers of Women's gymwear. 
Mr. Osner, who has been in this 
field for 19 years, spoke on the 
advantages of uniform gymwear 
in creating a favorable impression 
and promoting group identifica-
tion: , ., 
To illustrate the advances in 
gymwear, several girls modeled 
styles from years gone by. 
Karen ¥eves. Parkersburg jun-
ior, wore a b l a c k., one.-piece 
bloomer suit. A similar two-piece 
o u t f i t with a long tunic was 
modeled by Betty Harmon, Mate-
wan senior. Sue White, Hunting-
ton senior, was outfitted in a white 
middy blouse tunic and black six-




On U.S. Living 
A one-,piece "Rocket." suit was 
worn by Joanne Thomas, Bar-
boursville sophomore. Banbara 
Strickland, St. A1'bans sophomore, 
modeled a flamingo pink, one-
piece suit, the "Matadora". It 
boasts ivy league styling w ith 
Jamaica length shorts. 
A blue and white blouse and 
Jamaica shorts set of dacron 
and cotton was worn by Anne 
Treacy, Huntington senior. Pat 
Chance, Pennsville, N. J. junior, 
modeled Jamaica shorts and a 
sleeveless s 1 i po v er broadcloth 
blouse. 
Sharon Cain, Parkersburg dun-
ior. wore ··Chico" bloomer shorts 
with convertible cuffs and a 
dressmaker blouse. 
THE PARTHENON PAGE FIVE 
Modern Misses Show Past Styles 
MODELS FOR the Women's Physical Education Majors meeting are, left to right, Karen Meves, 
Parkersburg junior; Sue White. Huntington senior; Betty Harmon, Matewan senior; Blchard J. 
Osner, educational director for the E. R. Moore Company; Barbara Strickland, St. Albans ·sopho-
more; Sharon Cain, Parkersburg junior; Pat Chance, Pennsville, N. J. Junior, and Anne Treae1, 
Huntington senior. 
(Con't-inued from Page 4) 
taking home to his family. Amon& 
these gilts are an electric shaver 
and a tape recorder. The record-
er is being taken to his family 
for sentimental reasons. There are 
no recorders available In India, 
"and it is something which every-
body In the family can enjoy." 
He ls taking the electric shaver 
to his brother who ls an engi-
neer on a railroad, and has little 
chance to shave while on the 
road. 
LUCKY STRIKE 
Jayraman leaves to go back to 
India this December. When asked 
if he would stay in the United 
States, he said that he would if 
he could "get an admission into 
an American university to fur-
ther his studies. Lf I had a guar-
antee that I could go through 
school without financial difficul-
ties, then my company would con-
sider it through the recommenda-
tion of the INSTEP officials, and 
possLbly would let me stay. I 
would stay here for a period not 
exceeding five years, if I could 
get a good opportunity toward 
the betterment of myself, of my 
country, and toward better rela-
tions between the United States · 
and my country." 
When asked what things have 
impressed him the most in the 
United States, Jayraman said the 
foilowing: "One of the things 
which impresses me the most in 
The United States is the children. 
They are free. uninhi-bited, and 
have an unrestricted f i e l d for 
their observation." 
"The women impress me be-
cause they have everything that 
they want, but still sacrifice many 
of their needs for the ones they 
love." 
''The men work hard when they 
work, play hard when they play, 
and have a deep affection for all 
of their people. But still they get 
embarrassed when someone men-
tions this affection." 
''To sum it up, it is the people 
which impress me the most in 
this country. Put them in the 
middle of the Sahara and I am 
s'ure you will find another United 
States in half tlfo time it took 
the first one to be built, for 




WHY ONLY 11 MEN ON A FOOTBALL TEAM? Because all the other students 
are just too busy. Yes, busy doing research, studying, smoking Luckies, 
playing bongos, smoking Luckies, dating, partying, praising professors 
and smoking Luckies-much too busy for football. Why so many "smoking 
Luckies"? Simply this: We try to give an honest representation of college life; 
and college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular cigarette 
- so smoke Luckies. 
CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change! 
© A . T c.. Product <?f ~ ~ J'~ -"J'~ is our middle name" _, 
PAGE SIX 
88.1 On Your Dial 
'U' Radio ·station 
Begins On Nov. 1 
By DAVID S. McGUIRE 
Feature Writer preparing the FCC application 
was invaluable, Professor Buell 
Marshall University will break said. He credited Professor Men-
the "sound barrier" at 4 p. m. on denhall with determining many 
Nov. 1. of the specifications which must 
WMUL-FM, with studios in the 1-ie spelled out in the application. 
Science Hall, has met the require- These included the height of the 
ments of the Federal Communica. tower from the roof and from the 
tions Commission, (FCC) Wash- ground, the distance from the 
ington, D. C. Science Hall to surrounding air-
Operating at 88.1 megacycles ports, etc. 
on the FM dial, WMUL will be The radio-TV director said stu-
operated by radio and television dents who do not have a FM re-
students of the University. ceiver may be able to pick up the 
THE PARTHENON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1961 
Band lo,elies Will Strut Their Stuff The educational station will be station on their television re-
on the air from 4 to 7 p. m., Mon- ceivers. He explained that 88.1 
day through Friday, during the · TO BE MARCHING in the parade tomorrow and at the games are these eight majorettes. They are 
megacycles on the FM dial is fall and spring semesters. left to right, Paula Witten, Huntington sophomore; Phyllis Wright, Huntington ~enlor; Joanne 
Programming will include na- "adjacent" to the point on a tele- Thomas, Huntington sophomore; Sue Ellen McElllinny, Elkview sophomore; Barbara Simon, S&. 
tlonal, state and regional news, vision band where Channel 6 is Albans sophomore; Carol Frame, Birch River sophomore; Becky McCamey, Clendenin senior, and 
student announcements, music, located. Millie Mayo, Huntington senior an head majorette. 
campus "capers," and educational t---------------'------,__:_=====...,..,....------,--+---::-:-:=====---,-======== 
topics. 
Music will be varied. The first 
hour will feature popqlar music, 
the second light and dinner 
-music; and the final hour unin-
terrupted clasiscal selections. 
Some of the students who will 
be in charge of various phases of 
the station's operation have been 
named. These include: 
Jerry Ashworth, Huntington 
senior, station manager and pro-
gram director; Roy Collins, Hun-
tington senior, supervisor of en-
gineering; John Killoran, Hun-
tington senior, news director, and 
Tom Cloer, Welch graduate, pro-
duction manager. 
The station will be operated en-
tirely by students, except when 
operating or technical problems 
require professional help. · 
Students in the radio-television 
program here are readying them-
selves through "dry running," 
where programs are taped and 
played back so necessary correc-
tions can be made. 
Students outside the radio-tele-
vision sequence will be offered 
the opportunity to participate. 
They can' designate their interests 
by submitting applications, which 
are available at the studios. 
Approval of the FCC culmi-
nates six years of effort to get 
the station on the air. 
Stephen D. Buell, associate pro-
fesor of speech and director of 
educational radio and television, 
said his predecessor, Raymond D. 
Cheydluer, started WMUL-FM on 
its way. 
Professor C h e y d 1 u e r was 
largely responsible for the studios 
in the Science Hall basement, and 
for the acquiring of the equip-
ment which is valued at $90,000, 
according to Professor Buell. The 
present instructor will be the 
faculty general manager. 
The West Virginia Board of Ed-
ucation in 1955 tabled Marshall's 
request for funds to begin opera-
tion of a radio station. Salaries 
for professional personnel were 
ruled too high. 
Professor Buell said students 
will be able to handle all but the 
technical operation. and n,pain. 
This eliminated most of . the 
salary cost, he added, although an 
outside engineer will have to . be 
employed whenever equipment 
falls. 
George Mendenhall, professor 
of engineering and a qualified 
radio engineer, agreed to become 
chief engineer of WMUL-FM, 
Professor Buell said. 
The engineering head work in 
WELCOM.E 












with the purchase of a 
SUIT ... TOPCOAT or SPORTCOAT 
Redeemable- in your choice of 
Furnishings . . . 
A $50 purchase gives you a $5 
Certificate. A $100 purchase is 
good for $10 etc. 
Certificate may be used at the time of 
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Meet Miss U.S.A. From Marshall 
Coed Represents Nation 
In World Beauty Show 
The Prestdent of the United States shook hands with the 
Marshall freshman. "Do you attend Marshall UNIVERSITY?" he 
asked, an Irish grin on his face. · . 
-President Kennedy had just been introduced to Miss U.S:A., 
& lovely young lady who goes by the name of JoAnn Odum. She . 
had been a Marshall coed up until the time she won the beauty 
contest at Carnegie Hall in New York City Aug. 26. Having won, 
this 19-year-old Huntington beauty had to put her school books 
aside-at least until after the "Miss World" contest is held in 
London, England, on Nov. 9. 
A great deal has happened , ____________ ....,. 
to the shapely Miss Odum (36-24- AN EDITORIAL 
36) since she took her first course 
at Marshall in the summer of 
195'9. First of all she met Don R. 
Warnock, a recent graduate who's 
now a physicist at Wright-Patter-
son Air Force Base, Dayton, ohio. 
They wen~ in the same class and 
after a semester of studying they 
were going steady. JoAnn and 
Don plan to· marry in the near 
future---when beauty contests 
have ended. 
·Prior to this chance meeting, 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
James Odom, 200 Parkland Drive, 
had won the Miss Armed Forces 
title in 1958, and she was Miss 
Autorama in the Tri-State area. 
The rraduate of Huntington East 
High School followed up these 
Our Best Wishes 
Accompany JoAnn 
The Parthenon wishes JoAnn 
Odum-Miss U.S.A.-the best 
of luck during the arduous days 
ahead (Nov. 1-9) as she com-
petes for the t i t l e of "Miss 
World". 
She bas said, "I'm proud of 
Marshall." Marshall stuaents 
are proud of her. She is a splen-
did representative of our uni-
versity. Our warmest wishes for 
success go with her wherever 
she goes. 
THE EDITORS 
' initial successes by being chosen I._ ____________ _. 
as "Miss Tops in Fashion" in 1960, she says, her green .eyes mirror-
a contest conducted by WCHS-TV ing her feelings, "I couldn't repay 
in Charleston, but not without God for all of the wonderful 
cost to her health. blesshigs I've had during my l9 
During the winter of 1959, she years. I hav·e a great deal of faith 
became ill and had t~ drop from and I have prayed often for God 
college. After recovering, she re- to take my life and use it as he 
turned to Marshall as a part-time sees flt. In winning the Miss 
student and now has 16 hours U.S.A. pageant I know I can· do 
credit. While going part-time, she more with my life In this coun-
won the "Miss Huntington of try and elsewhere." 1oAnn, a 
1960" title, a contest sponsored by member of 'the Bigblawn Metho-
the Chamber of Commerce, and dist Church. feels that "God had 
was picked by the contestants as a reason in placing me first in 
"Miss Congeniality". 
She started off 1961 with a the pageant." 
bang! First the 125-pound brun- What reason? She, of course, 
ette was among six finalists in does not know. 
the National Boating Show con- As for the future, she's not 
test in N~w York; then she be-
came Miss Tri--State Strawberry sure what it holds in store for 
,Queen and, during the summer her. "I don't worry about what 
she was fourth runner-up as Miss I'm supposed to do: If I think it 
Aviation at the Pensacola, Fla .. is the thing I'm suposed to do, I 
air base, and gained a first place go ahead and do it." 
.tie in the bathing suit division in 
.th~ "Miss Dixie" contest at Day- Following her triumphal return 
.tona Beach. to Huntington after winning the 
Finally she won the state com- Mis U.S.A. title, Miss Od_um was 
.petition in the Miss U.S.A. title presented with a key to the city 
and competed with 34 young wo- during half.time of the V.M!l.-'Big 
men from throughout the nation, 
.winning the coveted national title. Green football game on Sept. 16. 
Fifty-four nations will be repre- She also visited Washington, D.C., 
sented by 'beauties seeking the and met President John Kennedy~ 
title of "Miss World" from Nov. Vice-President Lyndon Johnson, 
l-9. d M' and other high-ranking officials. 
In fact, the green-eye 1ss 
Odum had to spend several golden She was honored by the "City of 
autumn days on the Marshall cam- Brotherly Love"-Philade1phia. 
pus getting back her tuition, since And through aH of these dazzl-
she's had to drop from school ing honors, this 19-year-old fresh-
this semester. · man remains, in her words, "very "It couldn't do justice to both 
my school and the pageant." she proud of Marshall." 
said. "But I intend ~o come ba~k NEED GRADUATE SENATOR 
and get my degree m speech. I d 
like to become a teacher." Applications now are being ac-
1,f Miss Odum should win the cepted for the position of gradu-
"Miss World" title, she won't have ate senator. Interested graduates 
to worry about tuition fees. Cash may apply at the Student Govern-
prize is $7,000, a trip to Paris ment office or call Becky Good-
and a screen test. While in Lon- win, St. Albans senior, at JA 
don, JoAnn will be a guest of the 2--9859. 
lord mayor and the House of --------------
.Commons. 
Has her life. been changed very 
much because of the events of the 
past three years? 
JoAnn doesn't think so, except 
that they've made "me more 
humble." 
"If I lived to be 100 years," 
HOME EC. AIDE DUE 
Miss K a t h 1 e en Stout, state 
supervisor of Home Economics, 
will be on campus Friday to work 
with the Home Economics curri-
culum. This is being done in an 
effort to strengthen the Home 
Economics course of study. 
BEING A BEAUTY QUEEN doesn't excuse a girl from takin&' care of "home" work. Mn. Jamel 
Odum looks on as her daughter beautifies the lawn. (Photos by Charfte Leith) 
JOANN KEEPS BER band in as a homemaker, 
too. She and a Marshall graduate plan to wed 
in the near future. 
NANCY WOOD, Student Body president, pre-
sents American beauty roses to Miss Odum on 
behalf of the students-and the well-wishes of 
Marsholl as she competes for "Miss World" 
honors. 
BEING A "lucky dog'' must have been a phrue 
dreamed up by someone with this situation in 
mind. 
BEING A BEAUTY queen Is all rirht, but to 
get a teachlnr degree requires a lot of studJ' 
and homework. JoJAnn is proof that beauty and 




LIKE', Jl~C you 
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By D. K. King 
National Speech Association 
Draws 20 Student Members 
Twenty students have become members of the Speech Associa• 
tion of Ameri'ca, according to Dr. Eugene Hoak, chairman of the 
Speech Department. 
B7 DOROTHY LOCKE 
Society Editor 
Class rings and pins now are 
being· sold in the Bookstore. 
Juniors and seniors may buy 
them. 
"Marshall University can be 
counted among the very few 
American schools having a roster 
of 20 or more student members 
of the world's largest speech as-
sociation," said Dr. Hoak. 
An order takes from 10 to 12 for this year will be planned. New members of the Associa-
weeks to be filled. So far this Miss Sally 0. Cyrus, physical ed- tion are: Roy Lee Collins, Hun-
year 81 rings have been ordered. ucation instructor and faculty ad- tington junior; Patty Cordisco, 
CHEERLEADERS NAMED . viser, will attend the meeting. War sophomore; Marguerite 
Six freshman cheerleaders have SCHO ... "..,;.,HIP AWARDED Dean, Barboursville j uni or; 
~ Michael Ferrell, Chesapeake, 0. 
been selected. They are Peggy ·Randall W. Spurlock, Glen- B tr· H l · sophomore; ea ice am 1 n, 
Shepard of Huntington, Anne . wood senior, has been awarded a Chesapeake, 0. sophomore; Kathy 
Mecum of · St. Albans, Diana $400 scholarsh1"p by Machm" ery, H dd d Ch ak O . . a a , esape e, . Juruor; 
Roach of Huntington, Sheila Inc., a Charleston equipment dis- Sylvia Hamood, White Sulphur 
Adams of Charleston, Brenda 
Copley of Newton, and Julie tributing firm. The scholarship is Springs sophomore; Barb a r a 
Wintz of Nitro. to be used in the amount of $200 Louden, Dunbar sophomore; Scar-
Sheila Marsh, Huntington senior; 
Becky Roberts, H u n ting ton' 
senior: Geraldine Sparks, Sum-
mersville s o p h om o r e; Click 
Smith, Huntington senior; Elaine 
Keagy, Huntington freshman; 
Linda Jo Ross, Clendenin fresh-
man; Sharon Kay Rowe, Bar-
boursville freshman; D o u g I as 
Graham, Huntington freshman; 
William Lockhart Jr., Hunting-
ton sophomore; Thurman Mount, 
Huntington sophomore, and Nor-
man Lee Williams, South Char-
leston junior. 
Faculty advisor for the group is 
professor of 
The ladies miniature costs 
$24.85, men's medium, $29.22, and 
men's large, $31.62. These are the 
prices for a 10-carat gold ring 
with a ruby, blue spine!, or green 
shamrock stone. Premium stones 
cost $1 more. White gold is $1.50 
extra, and sterling is $8 less. The 
atones are available with a 
faceted or buff top. 
er sem~ster. lett McKinney, Slab i'ork senior; 
LAST DAY FOB MUMS l=--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~~~~~~~~~~=~~;;,.-=-:---:---:-'-1-~~~-~;;;,;:,::;;;_;-~~~_;--
Students who have ordered 
mums for Homecoming may pick 
ihem up in the Student Union 
between 8 and 10 a. m. tomor-
row. Mums may be ordered until 
3 p. m. today in the Union. The 
price is $1.50. They are being sold 
by the Independent Student As-
The rings are available in a 
dull or bright gold finish, with 
the student's name or i.))itials, 
degree, and year of ·graduation 
printed on the inside. Greek let-
ters are $3 extra, and a plastic-
filled back is $1 extra. sociation. 
Tpe pin is an «;>val-shaped stone WAA RETREAT SET 
with '~'Marshall University-1837" Final plans for the Women's 
printed in gold around it. The Athletic Association retreat to be 
large pin costs $16.35, the small, · held Oct. 28-29 at Camp Dekana-
$15. 72. Premium stones are $1 wida have been announced by 
extra, and the guard, with the Barbara Fox, Gilbert senior. 
year of graduation, is $1.50. Members will leave at 10 a. m. 
Students must pay a $5 deposit Saturday from the Women's 
when rings are ordered, and the Physical Education Building. The 
halancP. when they are received. College Play Day and programs 
Campus Christian Cent~r Open 
To All Students Of All Faiths 
The Campus Christian Center 
is open to all students of all faiths 
at all. times. The student can al-
ways use the center for study or 
for mediation since it is open dur-
ing the week from 7 a. m. to 11 
p.m. 
The building houses a chapel 
area, offices for 11 denominations, 
meeting and classrooms, a lounge, 
and kitchen. A library also will 
be available to the students for 
their use. 
The project started by local 
ministers and · laymen, was fi-
nanced with funds from s\ate and 
local groups and individuals. The 
ide~ behind the construction was 
to provide a meeting place for the 
students· where they could study 
and take a few minutes to stop 
and think their problems out. 
Each morning there is a student 
prayer group meeting in the 
chapel prior to the beginning of 
the · class day. On Wednesday 
evenings bible study groups meet 
for the mid-week services. On 
Thursdays the Baptist Student 
Movement has a weekly luncheon, 
and in the evenings the Campus 
Christian Fellowship group has 
meetings. 
Musical meditation periods are 
eonducted week days from noon 




1524 6th Avenue 
Student Checks Cashed Free (With I.D. Card) 
COSMETICS FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
no-iron 
dacron-cotton oxford 
So smart, neat - easy to care 
for! Three handsome styles in 
wonde_rfully drip-dry oxford-
long sleeve or roll-up, tuck-in 
or out. Choose from white or 
sand, in sizes 30 to 36. 
$3.95 
' 
NINTH STREET AND FOURTH AVENUE 
., 
JA 3-9466 
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Group Sings Commercials 
THE RA~IPSTON TRIO, formed to promote a fraternity function, 
may now be on the threshold of a recording career. From left to 
right are Larry Ascough, Logan junior, Jim Stone, Logan sopho-
more, and Bob Frame, Birch River sophomore. 
Trio On Campus 
Brewing Career? 
By LARRY ASCOUGH 
Feature Writer 
Have you heard the latest ·beer commercial? No, it isn't sung 
by the Kingsto'n Trio or the Brothers Four. It's the "brothers 
three", better known as the Rampston Trio, who are fraternity 
brothers 'of Sigma Phi Epsilon. 
It all started last spring when 
the Sig Eps sponsored a ramp 
feed and they needed some enter-
tainment. Jim Stone, Logan soph-
omore, Bob Frame, Birch River 
sophomore, and Larry Ascough, 
Logan junior, had written a song 
advertising the feed and had sung 
it on a local television show. So 
when. the affair took place the 
three appeared as the Rampston 
Trio, a name derived from the 
combination of ramp and Kings-
ton. 
Until this time they had just 
been having fun and never 
thought of even practicing. Then 
the day before last year's talent 
show, they decided to . work up a 
routine and enter the competition. 
After the last curtain the Ramps-
ton Trio discovered they had won 
s~cond place in the men's group 
division but more important had 
won the praise of local disc 
jockey Bill Trowbridge. He im-
mediately got them a job playing 
at the Miss Huntington pageant at 
the Keith-Albee Theatre where 
they were given the same dresing 
room th~ Kingston Trio occupied 
when they appeared at an Artist 
Series last year. 
Following this engagement the 
trio appeared-at many civic func-
tions including the Jaycee elec-
tions and the Standard Ultra-
marine Company awards banquet. 
They were invited by Cabell 
County Sheriff Harold Frankel to 
entertain inmates at the County 
Jail which they did before cam-
eras of two television stations. 
During summer vacation the 
trio dissolved as quickly as it had 
been formed, coming together 
only once when they participated 
in a show at a swimming pool. 
But when the class bells rang this 
fall the Rampston Trio was ap-
pearing at a local establishment 
and at the Club 17 near Ashland, 
Ky. 
It was in Ashland that Hal 
Murphy, promotional director for 
Fern Records, heard the group 
and decided to let them do some 
studio work for the company. The 
trio began working with new · 
tunes always keeping their eyes 
open for any new material. Mean-
while, Murphy had them making 
commercials for a local brewery 
and a national motel chain. 
Then two weeks ago the group 
was contacted by a representative 
of Columbia Records. They are 
now w orking on a tape which 
will be sent to Columbia for audi-
tion. 
So now the Rampston Trio is 
sitting tight and hoping for a re-
cording contract. But of course 
they can still be heard singing the 
praises of a certain brew and the 
conveniences of motel living. · 
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS 
RENTALS - SALES SERVICE 
$5.00 one month 
$13.50 three months 
Rent applied to purchase 
SPURLOCK1 S INC. 
1318 4th A VENUE 
' 
THE PARTHENON BAGE NINE 
Campus Inquirer 
By NANCY CLAY 
Staff Reporter 
QUESTION: Do you find your-
self gaining more school spirit 
during Homecoming? 
Bob Bailey,, Huntington fresh-
man: 
To me, Homecoming is all very 
new, but I have a growing inter-
est in my sohool because of it. I Balley Wrlrbt 
don't see how any student could ;:::::.===========================:; 
help being excited. 
Thomas E as t er, . Gary sopho-
more: 
I'm a transfer student and the 
excitement of Homecoming makes 
me feel a part of the school. 
Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed 
Six Years Experience With Campbells Form. 
CALL JANE GIES LEITH 
RE 6-5095 after 6 P.M. 
Phyllis Wright, Huntington 1;:_-_-_-_-:_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-:_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_~ 
junior: 
I always feel closer to my 
school and all of the students be-
cause everyone is working to-
gether. It gives everyone a defin-
ite lift in spirit. 
Tony Russell, Columbus, Ohio, 
senior: 
I don't think Homecoming 
makes any difference as far as 
school spirit is concerned. All the 
work and togetherness isn't for 
the school. It's for the fraternity. 
PIZZA PIZZA 
TINY'$ PLACE 













Why the gold bars? 
Future Yom 
You're needed ... just as your father and grandfather 
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college 
men have to meet. If we don't. . . 
You: 
All right. But what can I ·do for the Air Force? 
Future You: 
The Air Force needs college trained men and women 
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing 
·technology that goes with hypersonic air and space 
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you 
to handle·complex jobs. 
You: 
Say I was interested ... how can I get to be an officer? 
Future Yom 
,:J. ou know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force 
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro-
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training 
School. .. where the Air Force takes certain college 
graduates, both men and women, and commissions 
them after three months of training. 
You: 
Starting salary is important. What about that? 
Future You: 
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free medi-
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps 
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see 
it adds up to an attractive package. 
You: 
I've been thinking about getting my Master's. 
Future You: 
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute 
of TechnoJogy. At no cost, and while on active duty 
~ome officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees. 
You: 
Tell me more. 
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter. 
Or write to Officer Career lnf'ormation, Dept. 
SCll0. Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you 
want further information about the navigator 
training or Officer Training School programs. 
There's a place for 
professional achievement in the 
U.S.Air Force 
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'University D~x' --And You Are Therel 
,,., Campus Seet,ed Wit" Excitement As News Spread 
Off With r,, Old, On Wltl, r,, flew 
Extra I Part,e1on first Wit" ,,., News 
'Relive Marshall's 
Exciting Moments 
Impromptu Celebrations Take Place 
As Students Learn About U-Status 
By RICK TOLLEY 
Staff Reporter 
It is said that maturity comes at many different ages-for 
Marshall College it came in its 124th year--0n March 3, 1961 Gov. 
W. W. Barron put his signature on the bill that elevated Marshall 
to University status. 
However, that is only the conclusion to a long, difficult battle 
to bring Marshall the recognition , she deserves. 
The wheels began to turn in early 1957 when Dr. Earl W. 
Anderson, chairman of the Department of Education at Ohio Uni-
versity, and Dr. C. W. Kreger, provost of Miami University, Oxford, 
Ohio, made a study of administrative organization and procedures at 
Marshall College. The educators had made studies of many institu-
tions of higher learning prior to their survey of Marshall. In their 
report tc, President Stewart H. Smith they emphasized the needs 
of th~ college. 
They said: "Marshall College 
has now reached a degree of com-
plexity and educational eminence 
that clearly takes it out of the 
'college' class as an institution of 
high~r education. In view of this 
fact and in view of the impend-
ing growth which simply cannot 
be averted or ignored it is 
strongly recommended that the 
West Virginia Board of Education 
.give immediate and serious con-
sideration to changing the institu-
tional designation of M a r sh a 11 
from 'college' status to 'univer-
sity' status by changing the name 
to Marshall State University." 
The actual status of the schpol 
was again revealed in 1958 when 
a review team of the North Cen-
tral Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools classified Mar-
shall as a "university-type insti-
tution" and recomended that cer-
tain administrative reorganization 
be carried out to handle the in- Sign Tells All 
creasing complexities of the insti-
tution. than many of the more well-
The drive for university status known universities in the United 
advanced on Dec. 14, 1959, as States. B u c k n e I I and Colgate 
President Smith submitted a re- were less than half the size of 
port to-the West Virginia Boa~d Marshall. 
of Education and asked for uni- For months the legal wheels 
versity status for Marshall. In ground onward. and at times it 
his report, he pointed out the re- seemed as if progress had stopped 
commendations of the Anderson- completely. In August, 1960, the 
Kreger report, and those of the picture darkened when a Demo-
North Central Association of Col- cratic Convention in Charleston 
leges and Secondary Schools. took a voice vote on the univer-
In his talk President Smith sity status issue and defeated it. 
listed a'avantages of an elevation Then in Octobe,r, 1960, the State 
for Marshall. Board of Education approved un-
1. Univ er s i t Y status v.:01;1ld animously the following resolu-
strengthen Marshall by prov1dm_g tion: Recognizing the matter is 
for a much clearer and more logi- the ultimate decision of the Legis-
cal internal organiza~ion. , lature, the West Virginia Board 
2. It would be e,as1er to secure of Education accepts President 
and retain qualified teachers be- Smith's recommendation that the 
cause a prospective_me~ber would name of Marsh a 11 College be 
rather go to a umvers1ty than a changed to Marshall University 
college. , and that the proposal be trans-
3. It would gi~e Marshall and mitted to the January, 1961, ses-
the state a boost m morale. sion of the West Virginia State 
At this time, Marshall was the Legislature with the recommend•a-
largest college in the state with tion that it be considered. 
4,035 students, and was larger (Continued on Page 11) 
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A Day That Will Live Forever 
'Swede' Gullicisen Gets A 'U' Ride 
Marshall Attains Cherished Goal! 
Relive Exciting U-Status Moments 
(Continued from Page 10) 20-H. From that point there was those received. 
At last the drive was fully in near pandemonium. Professors did Several unpredicted problems 
motion. not officially dismiss classes, ,but arose with the new status. 
On Feb. 16, the university status it was imposs~ble to work at such· For one thing, Marshall found 
bill reached the State Senate. a time. itself with an obsolete school song. 
There was a four-fifths vote to Some students formed a "snake The original "We Are The Sons 
suspend the rules, thus allowing a dance" that carried them across of Marshall" was written by Mr. 
vote on the first day. The bill ·campus to Fourth Avenue where Ralph A. Williams, a former vau- [ 
passed by a vote of 20-11. the townspeople began to share deville musician, for the school's ' 
The bill was introduced in the their excitement. One group par- 193'7 centennial. Attempts were 
Senate and the House of Delegates aded into Old Main to President made to locate Mr. Williams and 
simultaneously. In the la.tter, how- SmiVh's office .and began to sere- let him rewrite the song himself, 
ever, two amendments were pro- nade him. ~e moved through the but be could not be found. Jack 
posed. both of which were de- students and expressed the hap- Fors, a 1961 graduate of Marshall, 
teated. One would have placed piness he shared with them, then rewrote the version that is grow-
Marshall under the West Virginia told them to write to the. legisla- ing as familiar on campus as the 
Board of Governors and the other tors that had supported the Mar- old one that lasted for 24 years. 
would have placed the issue u~- shall University drive and thank The administrative offices at 
der study for a period of one them for their efforts. this time were confronted with 
year. The House voted on Feb. 20, FirtAlly on March 3, 1961 at the problem of a: considerable 
57-43 in favor of university status. 7:5'7 p.m., amid a singi'1g, applaud- amount of stationary bearing the 
This followed three days of delib- ing crowd of 2,000 at the dedica- lettevhead "Marshall C o 11 e g e". 
eration. tion of the new Men's Physical They did not wish to waste it by 
On Feb. 21, the House bill Education Bui_ l ding, Governor throwing it away, but the mat-
stopped its advance in Senate Barron placed his name on the bill ter was solved by a rubber stamp 
when it was discovered that it that officially made Marshall a that changed the letter to "Mar-
was under consideration by the university. shall Colleg~now Marshall Uni-
House to recall it for· an amend- ,we had made it! We were Mar- versity". 
ment which would deny Marshall shall University! By the time the "U-status" bill 
the right to confer professional An action that started in the had been passed, the cover of 
degrees in agriculture, forestry, late 1950's, but that had been the Chief Justice had gone to 
law, pharmacy, den is tr Y, and dreamed of and suggested more press, so the 1961 yearbook ap-
medicine. The bill was recalled than 20 years ago, had pushed peared with Marshall C o 11 e g e 
to the House on Feb. 22. through to success, stamped on the cover. The un-
With further deliberation, the During the week following the avoida.ble situations were over-
House passed the bill without attainment pf univeq;ity status, looked, however, ·and as the sign 
am~ndment 85-14, and it was re- President Smith's office was painters got busy the new Mar-
turned to Senate. flooded with the dozens of tele- shall University began to look 
· It was an a n x i o u s day last grams and letters from persons new; 
Maxich 2, but classes were going all over the state and nation · con- So, in 1961, Marshall-124 years 
on as usual when staff members gratulating him on the attainment from academy to college to uni-
of The Parthenon burst into class- of this long-sought goal. versity-ean look forward to an 
rooms all over campus with spec- Messages from President John ever-g·rowing future with predic-
ial editions announcing that the Kennedy and former governor tions of an enrollment of over 
Se!late had passed the bill again Cecil H. Underwood were among 7,500 by 1970, and 12,000 by 1980. 
Happy Dars Are Here Again • • • 
Go,ernor Males It Ollldall 
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Dynamics Of Homecoming Are Explained 
Reasons Told 
for Returning 
On Sig Day 
that all things have not passed 
away. From these things they 
gain renewed strength just as a 
dreamer gains strength from the 
fantasies of his sleep life. For 
1Jhe returning to Marshall is a 
regression just as sleep is a re-
gression. And this regression is a 
B;r DB. ALEX DABBES return to a former state of exis-
Ps;rcbolog-y Professor tence. 
Homecoming- a time w h e n It is interesting to note how 
the alumni return to their alma these r-emarks fit into the kinds 
mater. A time of festivity for the '-----------------------------------------"---~ of changes that have occ-urred 
welcome of the academic sons during our lives? How many of· is a very positive function. It since the last reunion. It is true 
and daughters who have. left the us would really want to return pr-0vide.s some release and gratifi- flhat there is a new Physical F.du-
bosom of the university. A time to the home in which we grew up cation of this fundamental urge. cation building. It is also true 
of football games, parties and and remain as children in that If we examine this a little more tha't there is a new sleeping 
dances and overall rejoicing that particular environment? T he n closely, we can relate this home building. It is more significant 
loved ones are back together what is the reason for people to coming to a more basic situation that there a-re plans to build a 
again. A time when the ·alumni return home from time to time? from which we all have bee.n fallout shelter for 1,100 persons. 
can revisit the campus, survey the Is it because they seek to receive delivered. And t,,hat more basic What is a fallout shelter? It is 
familiar buildings and take st0ck some assurance of their ide_ntity, situation is the act of bkth. No a· place wherein people seek 
of the change,s that have occurred. to become more aware of their matter how diverse our external refuge from a particular kind of 
This phenomenon .of Homecom- heritage, to re--ex,perience the en- surroundings may be, it can be stress situation. It is a small con-
ing is intereSt ing. One reason is vironment that loved and nur- said of all men that they were fining place. It is an isolated 
that it is a fairly universal event. tured them and helped them to first d.elivered from their mother's place, cut off from the rest of the 
There are homecomings, not only grow? Symbolically, this coming womb. Since this is so, does it not world .. Jlt is a place wherein th-ere 
in our colleges and universities, hiome is a return to a former s tate also foll.ow that there may be an is a supply of food and water to 
but a~o in our ~ultural traditio:.. of existence. If we accept this urge, a drive, a need to occasfon- keep us living so that we can 
Fam 11 Y reumons preserve t is generalization we can consider ally return to the. safety and emerge into the harsh reality of 
b. th f" . h " ' asic eme O commg o:rne · .other phenomena of a similar comfort of our mother's womb'? a devastated world. In short, it 
Biblical his~ory records the story nature. Does not 1Jhe new born baby cry is a concrete womb. 
of the Prodigal Son; of Jesus re- out at birth at being wrenched A MOCK ATl'ACK? 
turni~g to Nazareth after serving SOME CLINICAL EXAMPL~S from the pleasantness of his ute- But it is different from the 
His ministry. Another interesting Let me give you some eX!amples rine existence? •human womb, wherein each is 
thing aboq.t Homecoming is that from my work as Director of the · · conceived in a joint endeavor 
it is a springboard for the under- Psychology Clinic at Marshall Dr. Alex Darl,es BEBIBTH EACH DAY? between two persons that, in most 
standing of s O m e fundamental University. I talk with over 400 Do we not live a troubled life cases, is the result of some love 
drives that motivate us in all students each year. Discussions Dr. Alex Darbes, professor during the day and perioc\ically and acceptance. There is no pass-
aspects of life. witlh these students generally fall of psychology, received his gra- seek solace in the blissfulness of port or criterion to pass before 
Homecoming. What does the into three catagories. (1) Voca- duate and undergraduate train- sleep? Is it not strange that we one can enter the human womb. 
word mean? Obviously, it is a tional guidance problems, (2) per- ing at Western Reserve Univer- need to return to the quiet arid But, in this concrete womb, which 
compound word made up of two sonal adjustment problems, and sity ,in Cleveland. He received darkne.ss of our bedroom at the can only accommodate l,lOO per-
W'or~home and coming. The (3) social adjustme'nt problems. his Ph.D. in psychology in 1951. end of each day? Sleep prov-ides sons how is it to be decided 
term "homecoming" is a reversal One day. several weeks ago, a Dr. Darbes was on the facul- us with the rest and surcease whi~h students, faculty or alumni 
of the original phrase "coming rather attractive 19-year-old girl ty of Western Reserve for four from the struggles and strife of are to be housed? Think of it. An 
home.'' Thus, we see that this im- came to see me. She. said that she years and then became director our daily life. In sleep, we can H-bomb attack occurs. There are 
portant social event is a coming didn't kn~ what was wrong_ with of research at Cleveland State regain some measure of energy around 4,000 people on campus. 
home for the alumni. Home in her. She was depressed, crymg a Hospital for four years. He and strength so as tio be able to Who will ·be the lucky ones to be 
this case is Marshall University. great deal, and fighting witq her joined the Marshall faculty in :thee a new day. Is not each re- admitted to the fallout shelter? 
We see the four years spent at roommate. She missed her par- September, 195'7. awakening a rebirth ... · does (As an aside, let me point out that 
Marshall as a time of growing ents and knew flhat 11he wanted Dr. Darbes is also director of not each new day signify a being a fallout shelter is necessary be-
into maturity. The "children", to return home. In other words, the Psychological Clinic at Mar- born again? As far as I know, cause people have fallen out 
grown-up after their four years. she was finding tihe adjustment shall. He has written several there is no adequate theory that with eadh other). Will the author-
leave to obtain jobs, marry, raise from home life to college ~ife articles, published in the "Na- explains the physiological neces- ities set up a system whereby only 
children and assume their right- difficult. Her solution was to re- tional Recreational The r a P Y sity for sleep. In t,act, there are students with a B average or bet-
ful pla~~ in society. Now they are tum back to a former state of Bulletin" as well as in the documented cases of persons who ter will be issued admittance 
back again for a visit. happiness and acceptance. "West V i r g i n i a Academy of have_ gone for years w i t h o u t cards? 
MEANS MANY THINGS I can think of another case. A Science P~eedings". He is sleeping. Sleep then can be con- However light may have been 
This return is a time for mnt1)· girl was referred to me who had president of the West Virginia sidered a p3yohological phenome- the preceding remarks, it does 
things. It is a time when the been unable to attend n:1any of Psychological Association. non-a time of our lives during nevertheless bring home the fact 
alumni can reassure themselves her c\asses. Sh~ complained of Homeoomi.ng once a year? Is this which we return again to the that some things have changed 
that their beloved school is still headaches, of bemg unable t~ do the tradition of our particular cul- womb that brought us into the at Marshall since last year or ~he 
there. They can see for themselves her homewor~. On the conscious ture in that we revisit our par- world. year before. Tqe alumni this year 
that certain things endure and lev~l, she demed that she had any ents or gnandparents? After all, And so being born, and · sleep- are faced with a changing alma 
that they, too, must somehow en- desire to return ~o~e to. her what is so important about com- ing and growing up are all exam- mater. The rest of the world is 
dure. The same bu i 1 dings are pare~ts. How~ver'. it _is evid~nt ing home? Why must we make pies. of ,;his thing we call "home- also changing. President Ken-
there; some of .the same faculty that if sh~ pe~sists ~n this behavior all these preparations, decorate comm~ oz: perhaps we can _now nedy said in a i·ecent address that 
and personnel are still there. But pattern, it will ultimately lead to the halls have festivities? Do we label it wrth more appropriate- "we must learn to live with peril 
ttlere are some changes. Some her dismissal from the Univer- ne~.': to 'reassure ourselves that ness "wombooming". For Marshall and uncertainty". If Marshall Uni-
thhigs are. different. sity and she will be forced to re- Hfe goes on, that things do not was in a sense a worn? wher~in versity is changing then it is only 
For example, Marshall is now tum home, to be taken care of by die, that there is not a passing of sach dwelt for_ a gestation per~od keeping m step with its times. 
a University. The new Men's Phy- he~ parents. We _can see that thP. events, that pel"haps we live for- of four years instead of the nme And these times a-re challenging 
sical Education bui,lding is ~ drive to return home operates not ever? months commonly accorded to the ones. Marshan University and its 
reality. This fall the doors have only on a conscious level, but also FREUDIAN ANALOGY beginning of life. And just as students, both present and past, 
opened for the first time. in the on an unconscious one. Freud bas made the ol:iserva- there is a force within us that can draw strength and susten-
men's dormitory. More and more GENERALIZATION CITED ti'on that all organisms have with- motivates us to endeavor to re- ance from the reality of their 
students have enrolled at M-ar- A ge_neralization ·is appropriate in themse.lves a driving force that turn to the womb, so this same alma mater. And it is this kind 
shall-4,400 in nu.m1ber. There is here. In times of stress or ;mxiety, seeks to reinstate a former con- force ma,kes up t!he strength of of spirit, the spirit of reunion and 
talk of creating more living space the individual is motivated to re- dition of existence. When applied the drives to return to our mother · Homecoming that symbolizes the 
on the new University Heights turn to a former state of exist- to living organisms, he meant that school once each year. hope of mankind. For eventually, 
campu~. In addition, plans are ence. This motivation is higher all liv-ing organisms seek to re- And what does this returning we all must face the possibility of 
under way for a $250,000 proto- in the event that the former state turn 1Jo a state of i.nanimacy. He do for the alumni Are things as making that last event-a Home-
type fall-out shelter to be con- of existence was a happy one. All 91Jated fur!Jher th'at the organism, they left them? Can they ever coming, to that home after death. 
structed under the ground in the of us, at one time or another in although wishing to return to its r ecapture the peace and security And the way that we face that 
heart of the Marshall University our lives, are faced with crises, former state of inanimacy, must that they once felt? Probably not. event marks, to a great extent, 
campus. with emotional upheavals and up- return via the same road of deve- Just as we cannot return to the the manner in which we have 
WHAT ABOUT 'CHILDREN'? setting events. At those times, Jopment that it has traveled. Thus, physical womb of our physical liveo our lives. 
These are some of the things have we not longed for earlier an organism, on its way to death. mother and re~ain the fu1f-illment So this is Homecoming. A time 
that have happened to the alma existences, wfhether back at the must recapitulate all the steps that once was ours. of j.oyous reunion. A time of fes-
mater since last Homecoming. University, or back home with our that it took in its developmental FEELING OF JOY tivity and games and parties. A 
What about the "children"? What parents, baok in our childhood line to its present mode of ad- Things are never the same as time during which people can 
h'aS happened to them? How has whe.re there were no responsibili- justment. they once were. The neighborhood pause briefly and sense the eter-
their life been? Have they met ties and no decisions to be made? This w10rking· hypothesis can be changes, our friends have moved, nal rythmn of life through eter-
and mast~red the many problems On a higher level, we find that useful in understanding some of the teaohers have died, the stu- nity. It is a time to take stock 
that are common to their genera- people . talk about the "good old the events of Hom~oming. Home- dents values seem to change. But of the past and revisit the old 
tion? Is their family happy? Do days". Things were much bett~r coming, or coming home, in many in another sense, they do find familiar places, It is perhap!4 a 
they do ,their job well? -And one then, and it seems as though the ways, satisfies this need or drive something positive in the exper- most fitting time to look towards 
more question-why do they re- older we grow the more our mem- to return to a former state. When ience of returning home. For a the future with increased under-
turn to their Alma Mater? ories and conversations turn back this need has found temporary time they are glad it is still here, standing of the forces th-at move 
What does it do for someone to to former supposedily happy times. gratifkation, the individual re- the old familiar buildings and us, and to do those things which 
return ,home? How many o~ tis Is this what motiva•tes the alumni turns to his mode of functioning grounds and many of the same will eventually make each new 
have longed to visit the various to return to Marshall University? as feeling refreshed and strength- personnel. From that they obtain Homecoming better than the one 
homes in which we have lived I w o n d er why we do have ened. So we see that Homecoming a feeling of continuity and joy before. 
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Third Forum Features 
Oscar Wilde's Works 
By MARGIE WILUAMS 
Assistant Campus Editor 
"The Importance of Being Oscar," a one-man show of the . life 
of Oscar Wilde featuring Micheal Mac Liammoir, will be presented 
8 .p.m. Monday at fille third forum of the year. 
The two-hour show consists ot -------------
readings of Wilde's works linked the summer of 1928 they had 
wit,h Mae LiammlO'ir's comments. opened in Galway, the only 
Mac Liammoir first presented his Gaelic speaking theatre in the 
dramatic, moving and witty evo- world, with the first production 
cation of the life and times of of Mac Liammoir's "Diarmuid 
Oscar Wilde at the Dublin Inter- Agus Grainne." 
national Festival last year. The In the autumn of the same year 
show was presented in London they founded the Dublin Gate 
and then in New York this past Theatre. 
spring. It was also presented at For 30 years they have deve-
the Paris International Theatre loped their theatre and have pro-
Festival. duced over 350 plays there, nine 
THE PARTHENON PAGE 'nHIRTEEN 
fledlo1 Commlssloa Due 'Vote 01 r•11i1~ 
MEMBERS OF THE Election Commission - who worked hard to make Homeeomlnr a sacceas -
are (left to right) Joe lngerick, pt, Pleasant junior; Nancy Dixon, South Charleston senior; Wll-
llam Calderwood, Charleston junior; Virginia Davis, chairman and Beq-oo senior, and Dick E,qu, 
Pt. Pleasant freshman. 
Mac Liammoir began his acting of which have been by Mac 
career at the age of 10 in London Liammoir. They have toured ex-
when he was given an audition to tensively in Europe, America and 
Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree at His North Africa; including a not-
Majesty's Theatre. He then ap- able season in New York in 1948. 
peared as King Goldfish in a He appeared on television as 
children's play, "The Goldfish.'' Wilde in the recent "Famous I-------------------- ------------------ -
After this ,he appeared in a Trials Series." 
production of "Macbeth" as the 
bloody child and Macduff's son. His autobiography, "All For 
From this he went into "Peter Hecuba,'' was published in. 1946 
and in 1954 he published his diary 
Pan" in ~hich he played for three of the making of Orgeon Welles' 
consecutive London seasons, re- f'l "Oth 11 ,, · h · h M turning to His Majesty's Theatre ~-m ~ 0 · d f w ic ac 
every year where he played iammor p aye ago. 
every part available for a boy. In "The Importance of B e in g 
1912 he played the title role in Oscar" was described by the New 
the revival of "Oliver Twist." York Herald Tribune as "over-
In 1914 he returned under the whelmingly well done. There is 
influence of Yeats and the Irish gusto in Wilde at every turn of 
Literary and Revolutionary move- the wheel." The New York Times 
ment to his native country, Ire- described the presentation as "a 
land. His return marked a break vivid and memorable evening. 
in his career as an actor. · Out of the life and works of 
He returned to the stage as an Oscar Wilde and out of his own 
actor in 1927 in the company of syi:xipathies and dr~atic . skills 
his brother-in-law Anew Mc- •M 1 ch ea 1 Mac Liammol.l' has 
Master, the Irish Shakespearean created a vivid and memorable 
actor. It was in this company that evening in the theatre ••• It is a 
he met Hiltori Edwards. The two virtuoso performance." 
men formed a partnership and in 
NANCY WOOD 
2,500 High School 
Students Attended 
Marshall Functions 
More. than 2,500 high school 
students have visited Marshall in 
the last ye·ar, through programs 
designed for them by var-ious 
Unversity departments. 
A total of 389 students entered 
exhibits in last year's Science 
Fair. The fair held in the Men's 
Health and Physical Education 
Building, was directed by Dr. 
Ralph Edeburn, professor of 
zoology. 
Approximately 680 high school 
girls attended the Southern West 
Virginia Regional Future Home-
makers Association conference in 
. Student Body President April. Students were given tours 
of tbe campus, style shows, and 
attended meetings pertaining to 
homemaking. Greeting Extended 
By Student Official The 26th annual congress of 
United High School Press, drew 
This is your week end Alumni. an estimated 400 students and 
The program has been planned high school journalism instructors 
with your enjoyment in mind. for its workshops and activities. 
The 1961-62 student body offers Band Day, an annual gathering 
you a wish that the. visits will of high school band members 
give you an opportunity to see from Huntington and the sur-
old friends, to remember good rounding area, was attended by 
times and to reaquaint yourselves more than 1,000 · students who 
with Marshall. held concerts on campus and 
Nancy Carolyn Wood played at the football game last 
Student Body President Saturday with Kent State. 
DICK'S BARBER SHOP 
"For Th~ Well Groomed University Man" 
1454 FOURTH AVENUE 
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Any way you look at 
them-I.&M's taste bet-
ter. Moisturized tobac-
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Students Maie A 'load Test' 
MARION COOK, Sophia senior and construction supervisor of the new Lake Forest ace~ road. 
takes members of his crew for a final inspection ride over a portion of the newly completed roadway. 
(Photos by John P. Killoran). 
THESE MARSHALL ENGINEERING students aided in the final construction of the new access 
road at Lake Forest, Ohio. From left to right they are: Robert McKinley, Huntington senior; Tony 
Tomlinson, Charleston senior; Marion Cook, Sophia senior; and Bill McNeer, Huntington senior. 
Marshall Engineering Students 
Plan And Build Road For Club 
By JOHN P. KILLORAN way. Thirteen students partici- club member who apeared on the 
Feature Writer pated in this phase of the project, construdion site in mid-summer 
Among the departments at Mar- which was completed b1 the end when the road was about one mile 
shall which have solved the prob- of the school year. long. On his car was a large boat 
lem of a successful biending of One of the most difficult tasks dock, ready for installation. He 
classroom knowledge with prac- facing the club as construction of was quite disappointed to learn 
tical experience is the Engine·er- the road neared it's start date was that it would be three months 
ing Department. Nearly 25 of the selection of a supervisor who before he could reach the site oJ 
department's under-•graduate stu- would insure a fast, efficient com- the boat dock area. The problem 
dents designed, mapped, surveyed, pletion of the project. Engineer- was solved happily, when the stu-
and .built a road for the Highlawn ing student Marion Cook, Sophia dents aided him in launching his 
Fishing Club. senior, was named to the position dock from the dam: Another per-
The club was formed by 200 early in June. Cook's job was not sistant problem was the copper-
Huntington area citizens interest- an easy one. He faced the task of head snakes inhabiting the area. 
ed in the out-doors and anxious to building a two-mile road half Many were killed by the students, 
develop an area on which they way around Lake Forest through in fact, the snakes were so pre-
could hunt and fish and build heavy w o o d s, and over steep valent that the men carried large 
summer homes. In 1,960, they pur- grades. To do this, the club con- knives and bolo hatchets durin,g 
chased a 250 acre tract in South- tracted with Arnold and Rice August and September. 
ern Lawrence County, Ohio near Construction Company of Chesa- Construction activity slowed to 
the community of Getaway. The peake. Ohio for ONE medium- weekends when school began this 
site of the new "Lake Forest" sized bulldozer! To supervise it's fall. But the story doesn't end 
development is 11 miles north of survey, construction, drainage, here. Only one half of the road 
Hunting-ton. and· grading, Cook employed an is ready for use, the remaining 
First the club erected a $100,000 ove_rall total of 12 fellow Marshall two mnes will proba,bly be buHt 
dam across a mountain stream, students in the project during the in 1962; again providing an on-
creating a 31-a-cre fishing lake, summer months. The crew work- the-job workshop for the students 
now abundently stocked with ed 8 hours per day, 6 days a week. of engineering at Marshall Uni-
game fish. The last and biggest The work progressed on sche- ersity, and giving a valuable con-
p rob le m was construction ar.~ duie all summer long but with a tribution to a non-profit recrea-
maintenance of an access i-0ad few problems. There was the tion club. 
around the perimeter of the lake 
-a distance of over four miles. 
For help in this task, the club 
officers turned to clu-b. member 
Dr. A. E. McCaskey, Dean of the 
College of Applied Sciences and 
former Ohairman of the En·gineer-
ing Department. By October of 
1960 a group of Marshall engi-
neering students"had begun map-
ping the lake area. As were all 
the students invol,ved in the proj-
ect, the map crew was paid by 
the hour for their services. 
The job of mapping the area 
was completed by the start of the 
second semester of 196~61. Then 
the highway design class, taught 
by Dr. McCaskey, began their 
work of transforming m a p p e d 
wooded areas into pr act i ca 1 
courses for a 40 foot wide high-
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836 5th STREET W. 
HUNTINGTON ,W. VA. 
(Author of "I Was a· Tee~age Dwarf", "The Man11 
Loves of J)obie Gillis", etc.) 
THE ·TRUE AND 
HARROWING FACTS ABOUT RUSHING 
It is well enough to sit in one's Morris chair and theorize about 
sorority rushing, but if one really wishes to know the facts, one 
must leave one's Morris chair an<l gu uui into the field. (My 
Morris chair, incidentally, was given to me by the Philip Morris 
Company, makers of Marlboro Cigarettes. They are great-
hearted folk the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, as millions of 
· you know ;ho have enjoyed their excellent cigarettes. Only 
from bountiful souls could come such mildness, such flavor, 
such filters, such pleasure, as you will find in Marlboros ! For 
those who prefer crushproof boxes, Marlboro is available in 
crushproof boxes. For those who prefer soft packs, Marlboro 
is available in soft packs. For those who prefer to buy their 
cigarettes in bulk, please contact Emmett R. Sigafoos, friendly 
manager of our factory in Richmond, Virginia.) 
But I digress. I · was saying that in order to know the true 
facts about sorority rushing, one must go into the field and 
investigate. Consequently, I went last week to the Indiana 
College of Spot Welding and Belle& Lettres and interviewed 
several million coeds, among them a lovely lass named Gerund 
McKeever. (It is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story 
about how she came to be named Gerund. It seems that her 
father, Ralph T . McKeever, loved grammar better than any-
thing in the world , and so he named all his children after parts 
of speech. In addition to Gerund, there were three girls named 
Preposition, Adverb, and Pronoun, and one boy named Dative 
Case. The girls seemed not to be unduly depressed by their 
names, but Dative Case, alas, grew steadily more morose and 
was finally found one night dangling from a participle. After 
this tragic event, the father abandoned his practice of gram-
matical nomenclature, and whatever children were subsequently 
bo.rn to him-eight in all- were named Everett.) 
But I digress. I was interviewing a lovely coed named 
Gerund McKeever. "Gerund," I said, "were you rushed by a 
sorority?" 
"Yes, mister," she said, "I was rushed by a sorority." . 
" Did they give you a high-presgure pitch?" I asked. " Did 
they use the hard sell?" 
"No mister" she replied. "It was all done with quiet dignity. 
They ; imply talked to me about the chapter and the girls for 
about three minutes and then I pledged." 
"My goodness !" I said. "Three minutes is not very long (or 
a sales talk!" 
" It is when they are hokling you under water, mister," 
said Gerund. 
"Well, Gerund," I said, "how do you like the house?" 
" I like the house fine, mister," she replied. "But I don't live 
there. Unfortunately, they pledged more girls than they have 
room for, so they are sleeping some of us in the bell tower." 
" Isn't that rather noisy?" I said. 
"Only on the quarter-hour," said Gerund. 
"Well, Gerund," I said, " it has certainly been a pleasure talk-
ing to you," I said . 
" Likewise, mister," she said, and with many a',laugh and cheer 
we went our separate ways- she to the campanile, I to the 
Morris chair. @J 1001 MuShulmaD 
• • • 
The Philip Morris Company makes, in addition to Marlboro, 
the new unfiltered, king-size Philip Morris Commander-
choice tobacco, gently vacuum cleaned by a new process to 
assure you the finest in smoking pleasure. 
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Here1s A Closeup Of Miss Marshall 
MILLIE MAYO and her clad take time out at home to look at the 
"Chief Justice". The five-foot four-inch coed was elected ''Miss 
Manhall" In a record vote turnout Wednescla7. 
BBAINS AND BEAUTY - that'• the new "MIis Marshall". Miss Maro, an elementu:r e4acatloll 
major, plans to enter the teaching profession when she completes her derree requlremellts. 
Miss Marshall Plans To Teach After Graduation 
The head majorette for the past with the best of majorettes, and Church and was nominated for 
two years, Miss Millie Mayo, of is well on her way toward becom- ' 'Miss Marshall" by the Inter-
Huntington, won out over five ing a homemaker (since she sews Dorm Council. 
other candidates to become Miss some of her own clothing). 
Marshall of 1961-62. She is a member of the A record turnout of voters 
The five-foot four-inch elemen- Spiriter's club and has been a picked Miss Mayo to represent 
tary education major plans to go majorette for four years. She at- the university both at Homecom-
into teaching when she completes tended Leadership Camp this ing festivities - and at other 
her degree requirements _ and summer. functions throughout the year. . 
she has her eyes on the Far West. She was a candidate for Miss Efforts have been made within 
Millie hopes to become a teacher Huntington and is Company A the past two years to build up the 
in sunny California. sponsor of ROTC. She also prestige of Miss Marshall and it 
Miss Mayo weighs 118 pounds, teaches kindergarten class at has become one of the moat 
likes classical music, can twirl Madison Avenue Christi an 
-------------'-----------------1sought-after posts on campus. 
Werries Al• ost Orer 
THE HOMECOMING COMMISSION members are, first row 
(left to right), Marr Bernard, St. Albans Junior; Wanda Suther-
land, Ban~ sophomore; John Sayre, Director of Develop-
ment and Alumni Affairs, Sonja Robinson, Charleston sophomore, 
and PaU7 Poliskey, St. Albans senior. Second row (left to right); 
Bob Berrema, Rochester, N. Y., Junior and coordinator of the com-
mission, Tom Dunfee, Huntington Junior, and Stu Thomas, Hurri-
cane Junior. Third row (left to right); Tom Sutton, Weirtoll 
junlOl' and George Wooten, Hollidaysburg, Pa. senior. 
The election on Wednesday 
went off without a hitch, accord-
ing to Virginia Davis, Election 
Commisison chairman. 
And the results are official, 
even though the seven - member 
commission will make a report to 
TENNIS WINNER 
Jackie .Steele, Nitro junior, de-
feated Beth Hutchison, St. Albans 
junior, in the finals of the 
Women's Intramural ten n is 
singles. Miss Steele scored 8-2 and 
8-3. Miss Steele also defeated 
Ruth Ware, South Charleston 
sophomore, and Ann Treacy, Hun-
tington senior, in the semi-finals. 





the Student Senate next Wednes-
day. 
Four voting machines were 
used to handle the record turn• 
out - one for each class. The 
freshman, of course, dominated 
voting_ by casting 711 of the 
1,883 votes. 
. .. "For t.he finest 
selection of re~ds between 
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·Marshall Began With Log School 
Academy Status OK'd In 1838; 
, Elevated To College In 1858 
TRIS PICTURE of Marshall was taken about 1875. The only building that still ~ds Is the front 
section, built about 1870, which is now a part ot University Hall. Running from east to west, the 
present sections of Old Main were completed in 18)8, 1870, 1899, 18,96, and 1907. 
THE OLD AUDITORIUM In Old Main, once used for assemblies, was located in the second section 
of Old Main. What is left of the auditorium remains In an attic that is now the "fourth fioor'' of 
Old Main. When the new section was added, the seats were removed to the new auditorium in 
1907, where so~ still are In use In the balcony. 
GRANDMA'S ROOM, In what Is now University Ball, might have looked something like the 
early dorm photo above. Keeping the rooms warm must have been a problem because of high 
celliDp and curtalnless windows. 
By LUCY WALLEN be sold at public auction because 
Special ~riter of its debts. The buyer was Mrs. 
A year ago the front page head- Salina Mason, in behalf of her 
line. for the Parthenon's Home- father, J. W. Hite. The family sub-
coming edition was "U-Status sequently occupied the buildings. 
Closer-J>resident", and all the When the Civil War ended, the 
students. alumni and friends of new state of West Virginia began 
Marsha ll waited eagerly to see to feel the need of good schools 
if university status would be at- to train its teachers. On February 
tained. 27, 1867, the "West Virginia State 
In the fall of 1837, the people of Normal School" was established 
the Guyandotte area waited to at Marshall College, and the pro-
see whether the General Assem- per:ty re-conveyed to the state. 
bly would create Marshall Aca- In the same year, 12 acres, adja-. 
demy out of the log school that cent to the priginal acre and a 
had been Mount Hebron Church. quarter, were purchased. 
In ·March, 1838, the Assembly offi- In 1~75-76, the following des-
cially incol'porated Marshall- Aca- cription of Marshall appeared in 
demy in Ca:bell County. The stu- college catalogue: 
dent of that day was probably "The school buildings are situ-
just as happy with this new status ated about one · mile from the 
as students of today were when busines portion of the young and 
their school became a university. rapidly growing city of Hunting. 
And, back in the 1800s, the par- ton, in the center of a beautifully 
ents probably wondered about the elevated plot containing a,bout 15 
cost of education-the same as to- acres, almost surrounded by pri-
day. (After all, the tuition was as mitive forest trees . .. " 
high as a dollar a month-just Students traveled to school by 
before Marshall Academy was train, and by steamboat. A land-
created.) ing was located near the college, 
If the students o! yesteryear on the site of what is now the 
had any won;ies it was probably ·Weiler Steel Company. 
,when the promised new brick .Students' rooms were furnish-
building would be constructed. It ed with "stove, bedstead, mattress, 
•was Marshall's first building- washstand, table, two chairs and 
two stories high, 22 feet wide and ,window blinds." 
50 feet long, which was completed In 1895-96 the catalogue print-
by February, 1839. By this time ed a reassuring statement to the 
the academy owned 1 ¼ acres of parents of the students who fear-
land, which had been purchased ed "that students attending school 
from James Holderby and his in a city like Hunt ington, are 
wife, Lucy, for $40. more in danger of being led off 
During the school years from the paths of right conduct than 
1840-1843, there were two school in smaller places." 
sessions a year-a six month win- .Meanwhile the college was 
ter sessi~n and a four-month s~- ·busy adding' to its facilities. By 
mer session. The academy c~nsist- 1'905 the main building consisted 
ed of two departm~nts--a primary of a series of four adjoining sec-
school and a classics department. tions with a continuous hallway. 
Dur_in,g this ~ime_ Mar~hall had In 1907 the last addition to Old 
been involved m financial strug- . ' . 
l In 183·9-1840 state funds were Mam was completed. It is no~ the 
g er h . d d front -entrance. It was dedicated 
no as muc as promise an Jan. 8, 1907, at a gala program, 
trustees. ~ere :Corced _to make up which featured well-known pian-
the deficit from private funds. . t d • 1. · t· Th . . 1s s an v.10 mis s. e new 
~hey had made tu_ition and_ board- building boasted 52 electric and 
i~g. fees low, with the_ idea of 50 gas lights, and was said to be 
givmg _the general P':1bbc an op- "Easil the finest in the state." 
portumty for education. Y 
State appi:_opriations to the aca- ~e Marshall ca~~s h~s ac-
demy began to decline, fina.Jly quired many new bmldmgs m the 
dropped to $28.95 in 1842-43. l.ast 40 years, and" now proud!! 
In 1850 the trustees offered bears the name of Marshall Um-
control of the academy to the versity." But the story of the 
Western Virginia Conference of sm~ll l?g ~chool t~at become a 
-the Me~hodist Episcopal Church, un~versity . is not a cmderella tale. 
:and the church accepted. I~ is th~ s.ory of people who be-
Aibout 1856, a new building was he".ed m the future of. Ma_rsh?ll. 
added at the west end of the old It is the sto~y of a? mstituhon 
building. (Both bu i l d i n gs are .tha~ grew as it grew m usefulne$S 
·gone.) The first floor was used as _to_i_ts_p_eo_p_le_. _______ _ 
a chapel and the second, for class-
rooms. The cost of the building 
incurred more debts, and finally, 
to help relieve de·bts, the church 
started the M a r s h a 11 Academy 
Joint Stock Company, compo:'.ied 
of 30 members. 
Each member took one share, 
and pledged to pay $50 for it. 
The total subscription was $1,500. 
The Methodist Episcopal Con-
ference also decided that its min-
isters should take up a collection 
for the academy at every church. 
Some time after 1857, "college 
s t a t u s" was requested of the 
legislature. On March 4, 1858, the 
General A s s e m b 1 y of Virginia 
passed an act which established 
!Marshall College. 
With the coming of the Civil 
War, Marshall temporarily ceas-
ed to exist as a college. During 
part of the war, it was used as 
a Federal hospital. 
At this time, the college had to 
ALUMNS ENTERTAINED 
From 2 to 5 p. m. Saturday 
afternoon the Alpha Xi Delta 
sorority will entertain with a tea 
for the Mother's Club. 
The Alpha Chi Omega sorority 
will hold an open house for 
Alums immediately following the 
Homecoming Game. 
From 9 a. m . to 11 a. m. Satur-
day the Delta Zeta's will enter-
tain guests with an open house. 
The Tau Kappa Epsilon fra-
ternity will hold an Alumni 
party from 6 to 8 p. m. at the 
Chapter house. 
The members of the Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternity will be hosts to 
Alumni at an open house and 
buffet dinner following the game. 
An Alumni Banquet will be 
given by the Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon fraternity from 6 to 7:30 
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Old Main Is Completed 
THE LAST ADDITION to Old Main (now at the front entrance) 
Is shown under construction in 1907. The foundation has been 
completed in the photograph. The white space on the building 
behind it shows where a tower has been removed to make way for 
the new section. 
THIS PETTICOAT BRIGADE may well have been one of the 
top womens intramural basketball te~ a'round the tum of the 
century. Look closely alumns, "It Could Be You." From the look 
on these 10 hoopsters' faces one can tell that these fair damsels 
are bound and determined to beat any opposing -team. 
omecoming Weekend Adivity 
egins With Judging Tonight 
Activi,ties for the Homecoming weekend are as follows: Fri-
day, 7:30 p.m.-Juding of house decorations. The houses' to be 
judged are: Alpha Chi Omega, 1601 Fifth .Aive.nue; Alpha Sigma 
Alpha, 1637 Fifth Avenue; Alpha Xi Delta, 1645 Fifth Avenue; 
Delta Zeta, 1616 Fifth Avenue; Sigma Kappa, 1619 Fi!ftih Avenue; 
and S'igma Sigma Sigm:a, 1640 Fifth Avenue. 
Saturday, 9 to 11 a.m.-Campus tours for alumni by the 
Hospitality Commission. 
Saturday, 12 noon-Homecoming Plarade, originating at 16th 
Street on Fourth Avenue. 
2 p.m.-Football game against Morehead at Fairfield Stadium. 
Following the game-Annual Alumni Homecoming Party at Hotel 
Frederick. . 
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.-Homeooming dance at Memorial Field House 
with the Rlalph Flanagan orchestra. Crowning of Homecoming 
Queen and attendants and presentation of house and float decora-
ti'on winners will take ploce during the in'termission <:If. the dance. 
Welcome, Alumni 
from the 
'62 Chief Justice 
1961 graduates who have not picked up their '61 
Chief Justice may get their copy Saturday mo_rning 
in the CJ office on the second floor of the Student 
Union. 
THE PARTHENON 
Alpha Phi Omega Will Hold Smoker 
Alpha Phi Omega, national 
service fraternity, will have a 
smoker at 7:30 p. m. Tuesday in 
the Science Hall lounge. All 
students who have been affiliated 
with the Boy Scouts -are eligible 
to attend. 
The fraternity completes many 
service projects on campUS each 
year, including the sponsorship 
of the annual "Ugly Man" con-
test and dance. The proceeds 
from this event sponsor a scholar-
ship. 
PAGE SEVENTEEN 
ARIAIL HONORARY MARSHAL 
Lt. Col. . Thomas Ariail, pro-
fesor of military science, will be 
a special guest of President 
Stewart H. Smith at the home-
coming festivities tomorrow. Col-
onel Ariail has been appointed 
•honorary p a r a d e marsha11 f<1r. 




Have YO'll ever been at a gathering 
where every man in the room seemed 
to be wearing the same suit or sport 
coat? Dull, wasn't it? 
No need for you to be one of them. You can 
let your individuality and imagination flare, 
and still be well-dressed. There are big bold 
plaids tor casual wear ... sr:lf.t muted plaids 
as well as plains in suits of subtle colors and 
mixtures that take you everyWhere, 
dull 
one! 
Alnsbary's clothes this year offer you a tremendous variety of patterns, colors and 
styles designed to make you confidently well-dressed. Come in and try one of our 




321 10TH STREET 
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'Big Green Looks For Second Win 
lor Some--Tbeir Last Homecoming 
THE 1961 BIG GREEN VARSITY football team. F .ont row ( (left to right): David Fvmash, Robert 
Hamlin, John ·Griffin, Rucker Wickline, Ralph Ma7, Clyde Pierce, Jim Keatley, Dixon Edwards, Stan 
Smith, Malcolm Price, Richard Thomas, Harper ·Hi !I. Second row (left to right): Charles Fletcher, 
Jasper W.right, Jeff Jenkins, Rogel" Jefferson, Den!lie Skeens, Ray Dennison, Doug Long, Jim Yoho, 
.Jim Evans, Rob.ert Maxwell, Jim Michel, Baroid W ,lliamson, Bill Nardo. Third row (left to right): 
Richard Tomer, Richard Filmore, Mike Hicks, Ro 1 Mazeska, Ralph White, Art Fomari, Richard 
Tomer, Jabo Williams, Mike 'l'homson, Zeke Mye:s, Al Reinhart, Ron Painter, Gus Bell, Gary Zicke-
foose, Everett Vance. Coaches (left to right): Ed Prelaz, Alvi.!t Brown, Bead -Coach Charles Snyder, 
Forrest F. Underwood, Olen Jones and Charles K1utz. 
Homecoming Grid _History Shows 
Less Than 10 Wins In 34 Years 
Checking a history of Home- pionship. Quoting The Parthe-
coming games since 1927, the rec- non "swivel-hipped John Zontini, 
ord shows that Marshall has come the 'Sheik of Seth' accowated for 
out on the short end of the all three tallies" against Wesle-
victory column. With less than 10 yu. 
wins attributed to the Big Green, Although 1936 constituted a 
and a few ties in Homecoming loss to Miami, the Big Green had 
games, the record for the past 34 a good record for the season and 
years is a bit lopsided. came close to a championship in 
Marshall began the Homecom- the Buckeye Conference. Their 
ing classic in 1927 with what was victory the next year, under the 
to become an annual affair with famed Cam Henderson, was a step 
West Virginia Wesleyan. The first toward the championship in the 
game, on Thanksgiving Day, got Buckeye Conference. 
the classic off to a good start. In 1939, Marshall played the 
Marshall won the game 19 to 0. last game for six years and made 
Marshall again played Wes- it a good one by winning on con-
leyan the following year and version points 14-12 over Toledo 
again they thrilled homecoming University. Marshall's attack 
crowds with a 13 \o 7 victory against the Rockets was an over-
over Wesleyan. all passing attack. 
In 1929 the c 1 ass i c turned 
against Marshall and Wesleyan World War II ended the Home-
defeated the Big Green, rather coming classic for as it ended the 
soundly, 28 to o. Marshall man- foottall team altogether. 
aged to tie their annual opponents Beginning again in 1946,. Mar-
in the 1930 Turkey day game, 6-6, shall got off to a bad start in the 
but in 1931 they returned to the yearly classic. Xavier University 
losing column with a 13-0 loss. was the visiting team and they 
In 1932, Marshall returned to went home with the honors for 
the winning slot and shut out the day by whipping the Big 
West Virginia Wesleyan 22-0 at Green, 27-21. 
Fairfield Stadium on Thanksgiv- In 1947 the Big Green managed 
ing day. But 1933 found the dark to add another tie to their grow-
specter of defeat again settled in ing list of losses and then in 1948, 
the stadium and the turf - men they slipped back to the losing 
from Marshall were not to win column on a 21-14 defeat at the 
again until 1937. During the los- hands of Ohio University. Only 
ing streak between '32 and '37, one thing eased the pain of this 
Miami of Ohio got into the loss· and that was a comment by 
Thanksgiving day classic in place the Ohio University coach who 
of Wesleyan, to beat Marshall in said that Marshall's quarterback, 
1936. Jim Maddox was the "most 
Wesleyan returned to the sch- dangerous quarterback in the 
edule as the Homecoming op- conference." 
ponent in 1937 and gave Marshall 1949 was a red letter year in 
their fourth win since the classic fdotball for Marshall as they 
had started in 1927. 1938 ended scored a 14-6 upset over Ohio 
the long standing rule of playing University before a capacity 
the classic against Wesleyan. homecoming crowd of 10,000 fans. 
ference and as The Parthenon of 
that date said; "The '01' Man' 
seemed as permanent as the insti-
tution itself." 
Willard "Pete" Pederson, who 
had formerly been the head 
coach at Mount Union College in 
Ohio, was named to succeed 
Henderson. 
1950 saw Marshall ,slip back 
into the losing column with a 29-2 
loss to John Carroll University of 
Cleveland and this game initiated 
a losing streak in Homecoming 
games that was not to terminate 
until 1957. 
One tie ball game is all Mar-
shall has been able to muster up 
since that last win in 1957 and 
that was in the last homecoming 
game against the University of 
Delaware which ended 6-6. 
Morehead Tough, Coach Says; 
Any Letdown _ To Prove Costly 
Marshall's victorious Big Green will try to make last week's 
Kent State upset the foundation for a long winnig streak as they 
take on the Morehead Eagles a:t Fairfield stadium for the big 
homecoming game at 2 p.m. Saturday. 
Head coach Charlie Snyder's main WOI'ry is that the Big Green 
will suffe!l' a letdown after last week's bruising surprise victory 
over the Golden Ellashes. 
"Morehead has a tough team 
and are really out to get us," said 
Snyder. "We will have to play 
every bit as good ball as we did 
against Kent State." 
Morehead's main threats to· a 
Big Green homecoming win will 
be halfbacks Howard Murphy 
and Jim Hastings, quarterback 
Mike Brown and tackle Keenan. 
"Brown is a good punter and 
passer and they_ ·are particularly 
fond of using him in a combina-
tion with halfback . Murphy for 
pass plays," said Snyder, "but we 
won't be riddled like we were by 
Louisville." This season Morehead 
has been using a Mississippi-style 
offense, or w i•ng T fonnation. 
"They depend on their number 
one team for most of their 
strength, but have a reserve unit 
that they can substitute when the 
first team gets tired. Marshall's 
biggest problem so far this season 
has been its lack of depth. By the 
time they get well into the third 
quarter they are worn out." 
"We had better be up for this 
game," said Snyder, "and we will 
if we play as good a game as we 
did last Saturday." 
Marshall Team 
Statistics Cited 
How does Marshall stand in the 
Mid-American Conference? 
In the seven-team race, the Big 
Green is tied for fifth with Kent 
State and Toledo. · These three 
have 1-2 records. 
In team offense, Marshall is 
sixth in the MAC and last on de-
fense. 
In individual rushing, Fullback 
Dixon Edwards is in eighth place 
with an average gain of 3.7 yards 
on each carry. His running mate, 
Halfback Millard Fleming, is 
among the . top 14 in the MAC 
with 2.6 yards per carry. 
Marshall punter Dick Thomas 
has a 31.6-yard average - sixth 
in the league. 
Marshall has gained 441 yards 
in rushing and 125 yards passing 
in the three MAC games played 
so far. On defense, it has given 
up 733 yards rushing, and 284 
p9:ssing. 
Here's Sig Green Lineup 
The Big Green lineup for the homecoming game with More-
head will be: 
Left End J .im Yoho 
Right End Jim Michel 
Left Tackle Robert Maxwell 
Right Tackle _________ Everett Vance 
Left Guard _ _________ Clyde Pie.rce 
Right Gua<rd Jim Keatley 
Center Rucker' Wickline 
Quarterback Ralph May 
Left Half Millard Fleming 
Right Half Zeke Myers 
FuUback Gary Zickefoose 
Although the Big -Green loSt Names such as Marvin Wetzel, 
several times in the years that Don Gibson, Chuck Feldson and 
they played Wesleyan, the years Bob Hartley were hailed as heros 
that they won were rather full 'in the victory. But 1949 ended an 
years for the brid squad. The vie- era at Marshall in football. Head 
tory in 1932 was only a step in Coach Cam Henderson resigned 
winning the championship in the from the Marshall football helm. 
West Virginia Conference. Ac-
All-State Men On fros• Team 
cording to The Parthenon of this Henderson had come to Mar-
:,ar, quarterback John zontini shall in 1935 and won over 70 
was the contributing factor in games in his era as head coach. 
wt n n I n g both the homecoming He is attributed with "literally 
ram• and the conference cham- breaking up" the Buckeye Con-
FIVE ALL-STATE HIGH school football players are now playing for the Little •Green football 
team. Standing (left to right) are Howord Cunningham, all-state end from Parkersburg; Bill Bobbit, 
tackle from Logan; Bill Winter, _guard from Nitro; George Balak, center froin Weirton, and Fred 
Anderson, tackle from Parkersburg. Kneeling at right is Head Freshman Coach Charley Kautz and, 
on the left, Assistant Coach Bill Zban. 
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Wraps Are Off 1961-62 Cage Team 
BOB BURGESS · 
•.. Captain - Forward 
JERRY MORRISON 
... Forward Or Guard 
Cagers Will Face 
Tough Opposition 
Returning Veterans, Incoming Sophs, . 
Team Height Make Rivlin Optimistic 
By RENO UNGER 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The basketball season is under-
W'ay:....With the first day of prac-
tice held Oct. 15 in the new men's 
gym. 
man players after the first few 
days of practice." said Rivlin. 
N.C.A.A. rules do not allow 
basketball practice to start before 
Oct. 15, but the Big Green's play-
ers have been getting in shape 
with handball and rope jumping 
since the beginning of the fall 
tenn. 
"The Big Green has good height 
this year and will be one of the 
The Big Green faces the tough-
est schedule in eight ye:cm-s, ac-
cording to Jule Rivlin, head 
basketball coach. "This is the kind 
of competition I have been trying 
to get for my boys ever since I baller teams in the conference if 
have been at Marshall," said Riv- the ,big boys pan out like I think 
lin. ''All but . two of the schools they will," Riwin said. 'They 
we'll play tillis winter are big range all the way from Bob Bur-
time baske,tball s c h o o l s. They 
gess, who is 6 foot 8 inches, down really go all out." 
Some of the toughest that Mar- to Steve Feol'a, who is 5-8. 
shall •bas to face this year are: "We look for a good season in 
Ohio University, Dec. 5 (home), tactics too," Rivlin said. We've 
and Feb. 13 at OU; St. F,rancis been burning some midnight oil 
(Pa:). Dec. 9 (home), and Jan,. 6 and come up with some new plays 
at St. FI"ancis; Kent State, Jan. . ,. 
27 (home), and Feb. 23 at Kent ~at. shlOu_ld keep them guessing. 
State; Loyola University of Chi- Rivlin will use a fast break of-
cago, Feb. 15; and Western Michi- fense and a man to man or zone 
~an U., Feb. 3 and Feb. 17. defense. 
PHIL CARTER 
•.• Forward Position 
MICKEY SYDEN.STRICKER 
••• Forward Or Guard 
BUTCH CLARK 
••• Middleman On Break 
Marshall' 1 ff opes Riding On Their Sho1lden 
' 
THE 1961-62 BIG GREEN basketball team poses with Coach Jules Rivlin, assltant coach Sonny 
Allen (left) and manager, Dave Whipkey (right). The Big Green cagers are (left to right) first row: 
Phil Carter (6-6), Capt. Bob Burgess (6-8), Steve Feola . (5-9), Dave Pugh (6-2), Mickey Syden..: 
stricker (6-3). Second row: Willie Tucker (6-5), Jody Sword (6-1), Larry Williams (6-'7), ChaJ'lle , 
Moore (6-2), Tom Dennis (6-2). Third row: Butch. Clark (5-11), Ben Chambers (6-5), Jim Gallion · 
(6-4), Dick WHdt (6-6), and Jerry Morrison (S-4). 
Marshall wasn't hurt too badly 
this year by losses. Lou Mott, Tex 
Williams, Bruce Moody and Char-
lie Gordon will be missing from 
the lineup, but veterans Bob Bur- Early Days Of Basketball Are. Recalled 
i:;u!':c!:1", :..~ c !~Y ~=: By ROGER HUTCWSON rules were new, said "basketball the floor to the other with a is much faster and more . enjoy-
Sports Editor was nearly as ro~gh as football ladder so the ball could be re- able to watch. Not very many 
stricker and Dick Wildt will be "Nine p lay e rs make a nice in the early days of the game." treived after each score." Today's years ago the basketball scores 
back again this year to lead the number" according to the rules He added that after the whistle basket is the same size as the old were. more like the baseball scores 
Big Geren into battle. lat"d down by Jason Naismith, bl b . d t h '-' ba k t d t d ' b k t f t d y Coach Rivlin is looking fol"Ward ' ew many ru1ses an scra c es pea-cu s e an o. ay s as e - o o a . 
.founder af basketball and a phy- could be counted. ball will easily pass through a After the introduction of the 
optimistically to the effect 
th
e sical education instructor for the As "Swede" remembers it, the peach basket, according to Swede. fast · break in the latter l ,940's 
inooming sophomores will have 
on fue team. The promising play- PMOA in Massachusetts in the game began with 30 men on each The ball used in the early ver- basketball b~caine alive and the 
late 1800's. team and the basket, a peach sion of the game was actually a game b e g an to draw larger 
ers coming;;: fro~-~~e fres~:i~; Naismith wa.s looking for a ,basket, was on a pole in the mid- football which resembled the foot- crowds. 
=m. are: p ~ Cl 1 ktamsd John ,game that could be played either dle of the floor. Swede said that ball of today but was much round- Coach Rivlin remembers when 
rr:on, a ar an indoors or out. He wanted a game after a few 60 man pile-ups in the er. Used in basketball, the ball a player shot a one handed shot, 
~~ · f h · spects look that would give all the physical middel of the floor, Naismith de- couldn't be dribbled so the for- the coach would bench him. 
e O:~,s ~;;/~n "'l'he best ,benefits of the most ruggeq of cide.d to put baskets on each end ward pass was used. According Several new rules introduced 
veryhgo 'h sdai . v ... : a whi'le sports but would not be confined of the floor and after that the to Naismith's rule book, "the bas- in :recent years' have helped the we ave . a m qu1..., · · . . • • th 1 '11h ,11 d . d th' ·gs for the ,to the season that permitted only number of players came down to ket 1s .about 10 feet off the ground, ·game. •The widening of e anes 
. ey 
0
,. ~ •nc:ming fresh- outdoor play. nine and then to five. ,but if ,played indoors with more er man a better advantage in get-
Big G7en. e.. 
1 
holarship are· The first rules Naismi,th design- Swede recalls that the only rea- than nine players it can be low- under the basket gave the short-
man p .;:r;: onW~e lwright· Bili eded called for any nwnber of son for the 10 foot height of the ered to make scorin•g easier." iting at the rebounds after a free 
:;uce. ; _e~ lph"· ~ Joe Heinz players. The rules were few and basket was the fact tha,t the base According to Coach Jule Rivlin, thro.w. In the early days of bas-
F ~cisd· ~ta e ;;• ks Charles~ uncomplicated ond generally not of the indoor running track in the the game in the early 1900's re- ketball there were no free throws 
at: •~··i J,eo~e ~in~on· Dick too well defined. They said any Massachusetts school was that sembled the game. pl-ayed by wo- but if a team fouled the other ·r:• · 1 W a~. 0:t n~Irving· For- number of players may participate high and that was the handiest men's rules today. The floor was one three times in a row the foul-
Je.u;e, as m~ elwright· Ed and the number should be pro- place t6 hang a basket. divided into nine sections and ed team automatically got a free 
~s! :;s;7e, nt· e Walter Smit- portinate to the size of the field. "Although the net baskets have ea~h plaped had a certain area in :point. 
e, z, · e~sa ' T' oh For a regular size gym, "nine been in use for quite a few years," which to play. Today the NCAA makes the 
tle, Paden City; I;arry m · er, players make a nice number." Swede commented, "•at first there -Many changes in the past few rules for basketball, but in the 
East Bank; and Bill Treacy, St. Otto "Swede" Gullickson, who was no hole. in the bottom of the y~ars have developed the game .good old days the teams decided 
Joe. recalls the early days of basket- basket. The janitor had .to run into a spectator sport instead of the rules just before the game 
"We will know the other kesh- •ball and was around when the -back and forth from one end of strictly a player sport. The eame started. , 
' 
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Exams Slated' 
For Teachers 
The National Teacher Exam-
inations, prepared and admin-
istered annually by Educational 
Testing Service, will be given to-
morrow. Seventeen students have 
registered for the test. 
The next examination is sched-
uled on Feb. 10, 1962, with a 
registration deadline of Jan. 12. 
This examination will be given 
at more than 200 testing centers 
throughout the United States. At 
the one-day testing session a can-
didate may take the common ex-
aminations which include tests in 
professional information, general 
culture, English expression and 
non-verbal reasoning; and one or 
two of 13 optional examinations 
designed to demonstrate mastery 
of subject matter to be taught. 
A bulletin of information de-
scribing registration procedures 
may be obtained from the Regis-
trar's Office. 
We're Screening--Not Cleaning--This Year 
AN OVER-ALL THEME, a television series, will be observed by 
all builders of fioats and house decorations for this year's Bome-
comlnr. Observers will be able to 'tune in' on at least ten floats 
built by men's organizations, Women's organizations will have 
eight house decorations to be velwed. Pictured above is the winner 
of last year's float competition, Sigma Phi Epsilon's "Marco 
Takes 'Em To '1'he Cleaners." 
Many Problems Are Encountered 
By LARRY ASCOUGH 
Featlll'e Writer 
This year the Homecoming 
floats and decorations will have 
the over-all theme of a television 
series. When we view a television 
show we never think of all the 
work that went into it before we 
see the final product. The same 
is true with the floats and decora-
tions. What are the trials and 
tribulations of building these im-
portant facets of homecoming. · 
John Deitz, Richwood · junior 
.and president of Sigma Phi Epsi-
lon, social fraternity, said that 
the hardest thing about building 
a float is to find a place to con-
struct it. "In the past, owners of 
establishments where floats have 
been constructed h a v e com-
plained about the conduct and 
sloppiness of some organizations. 
This makes it hard for any organ-
ization to obtain a site to build 
their float." 
Finding a theme is naturally 
the first step in building a float," 
observed Frank Childers, Peytona 
senior and a member of Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon, social fraternity. 
Both men agreed that these two 
problems along with finding ma-
terials were the main obstacles to 
overcome. 
Ed Bennett, Huntington senior 
and a member of Tau Kappa 
Epsilon, social fraternity, related 
the steps and overall problems of 
float construction. 
"After determining the theme 
and ,:finding a site, you must find 
a truck or a trailer to build the 
float on. Materials such as colored 
paper are sometimes hard to ob-
Gifts And Support For Progress 
Are Donated By Marshall Alumni 
By MARGIE WILLIAMS 
Assistant Campus Editor 
The average institution of 
higher education must have addi-
tional help other than its basic 
support to meet the increasing de-
mands being heaped upon it to-
day. The Marshall Alumni As-
sociation along with parents of 
students and other interested in-
dividuals provide this support. 
The purpose of the Alumni As-
such as the parents of current 
students and legislators that are 
concerned with the university; to 
initiate and continually expand 
additional sources of financial 
support for the institution beyond 
state funds; to motivate and assist 
youth in achieving a higher de-
gree of education. 
T h e association ls currently 
made up of 14 official chapters 
Which are :the Logan. Mingo, 
The policy making body of the 
association is the Board of Di-
rectors which is made up of 20 
members. 10 are elected every 
other year • 
At the first meeting of me 
Board of Directors for the new 
operating year (July 1, 1961-June 
30, 1962) the association elected 
the late John J. Foster '08 as pres-
ident. Upon the death of Mr. 
Foster July 15, E. Webster Mor-
tain. Another important thing 
that sometimes presents a l)l'Ob-
lem are tools, such as hammers 
and power saws." 
''Working out mechanical prob-
lems is a big problem confronting 
women," according to Eberle 
Smith, Huntington sophomore 
and a member of Alpha Chi 
Omega, social sorority. "Fra-
ternities as well as sororities have 
the problem- of getting members 
to come out and work on the 
noats and decorations. Sororities 
need the help of men for the me-
chanical problems as well as 
heavy lifting," she added. 
Barbara Shinn, Mt. Lakes, N. J., 
junior, said that sororities have 
the same trouble finding chicken 
wire, crate paper, and othef' ma-
terials just like the fraternities. 
"When building house decora-
tions, sororities must stay up all 
Thursday night since they are 
judged on Friday evening. Fra-
ternities, on the other· hand, stay 
up all night Friday since the 
floats are not judged until the 
parade Saturday afternoon," she 
said. 
Tomorrow night some of the 
sociation, under the direction of 1 a ck son, Mason, Wood county 
the Association Board of Di- area; South Charleston, Charles-
rectors and John Sayre, director ton, St. Albans, Dunbar-Nitro, 
of Development and Alumni Af- North Carollna, Washington, D.C. 
fairs, is to c~ordinate and culti- area; Greater New York; Mlchl-
vate the interests of all groups gan, and Central Ohio. 
rison '49 moved into the presi- lucky "producers" will receive an 
dency from his elected vice-presi-
dential position. Other officers in-
clude Mrs. R. Tilford Isaacs, sec-
retary, and William Mullarky, 
treasurer. 
. "Emmy" for their reproductions 
of a television series. But just like 
any video production we will find 
a lot of tired and sleepy "crew-
men" when the show is over. 





(1lu1 10 te 1t) 
If you weN too late to buy theM 
9oocl-lookln1 1hirtwai1ter coth>n1 
w~en ·w. ofhred them two weeks 
ag~, her.•~ a similar new a11ort-
ment •. paat colon that 10 on 
througli Autumn, with roll alNYN, 
round and V-Collar ttyl ... 
-A-N main flQOr tPOrhwHr 
